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PREFACE
This report is a team effort of the Columbia University Noise Research
staff. Speclal mention must be made of the contributions of Dr. Philip
Chelfetz in statistical and analytical design, and Frances Gach as Office
Manager, who took care of all the administrative details. Special thsnks
a!so to Harkey Mayo and J. Donald Reilly of the Airport Operators Council
[nternatlonsl who secured the cooperatlon of the airport managers in the
s_rvev of their operations. Dr. Clemens A. Powell was the NASA Technica!
representative, under NASA Grant NSG-1616.
Abs_tract
The controversy over how best to _ntegrate time varying noise exposures
in resldentlal communities can only be resolved by an analysis of objective
data secured from well=deslgned community noise surveys. Past co_mmnity
studies, have provided clarlflcatlon of the important complex physical and
human variables involved in the harmful health and welfare effects of environ-
mental noise, but new research is needed to quantify the number-level trade-
offs and time of day penalties. Previous field surveys have failed to con-
trol for various combinations of time varying noise parameters and thus, were
unable to assess the independent and interacting effects of these factors.
Community reactions can be compared where noise exposures are equal in day or
evening bur differ in the night time. The effects of smblent noise on more
intense aircraft noise exposures can also be ascertained. A mail survey of
the top 50 slrports reveals at least 13 different time of day and type of
operation Jltuatlons with exposed populations up to 8-I0 miles from the air-
port. Considering regional varlstlon, about 16 airports were selected to
represent the range of physical exposures. A detailed personal interview
questionnaire was developed as well as specific instvuctlons to interviewers.
II
Paul N. Borsky
Columbia University
School of Public Health
I. Introduction
Some of the most difficult problems in coummnity noise control continue to in-
volve issues of the compa_bilitv of environmental noise and community goals of un-
interrupted activities and quality of life styles. Current levels of community noise
propagation are not considered acceptable by large numbers of residents. For example,
the U.S. Census _/, in a national survey, Just reported that street noise was the
most often mentioned undesirable neighborhood condition, with over a third of all
people mentionln_ noise. The U.S. National Research Council _/ estimates that over
40 milllon U.S. residents are disturbed by traffic noise and some 14 million by air-
plane noise. Some 12 million are said to be contemplating moving due to noise. The
report concludes, "Noise would seem clearly to be imposing a very real and very sub-
st_n_lal cost on American Society." Reports from other countries indicate similar
co£_ditlons.
_h_le there are many technical, political and economic reasons why community
nols_ abatement has made such slow progress, the psycho-acoustlc and related scien-
[j!'l_ researchers n_st accept their share of the responsibility. Lack of agreement
qmon_ themselves on standardized units of measurement and co_parable methods for ob-
tainlng and analyzing objective data has contributed to confusion among administra-
tors and consequent delays st noise control. Quantitative relationships between
measures of physical noise exposure and human response have not been reliably estab-
lished.
With the continued progress in engineerin_ technology to reduce noise levels
propagated bv different sources, regulators urgently need more precise information
on the relationships between standardized measures of integrated noise and human
-/% ,
_e_ponses. AS the threshold of acceptability is approached by noise reduction tech- _J
nology, it becomes Increaslngly important from a cost-beneflt consideration, to have
a more accurate data bess for critical administrative decisions. A few additional
decibels of noise reduction becomes more and more costly and precisely where the noise
limits are actually set has substantial relevance to designers and users of noise
sources, as well as to land use planners and reel estate operators. Yet, no compre-
hensive research program has been undertaken to secure the answers required. A re-
view of past research indicates bits and pieces of suggestive relationships, with
sometimes opposite and confusing findings. Some of these conflicting reports will be
reviewed and an effort will be made to emphasize the remaining gaps in knowledge
which need urgent attention,.
II. Review of Past Resear.¢h on Human Res onse to Noise
A. Ove_ll Conce tua! Schem of Human Res onse to Noise
Studies of human response to environmental noise are intrinsically complex, and
mu_t{-discipllnary. Attempts to develop simplified dose-response relationships inev-
itably produce gross average annoyance predictions with a large unacceptable vari-
ability in response. Typically, in such over simplified schemes, noise accounts for
only IG-25% of the individual variance in response. In a more complex laboratory
stud\' 3/, where both acoustic and non.acoustic variables were more controlled, as much
as 50% of the total response variance was explained with about three-fourths due to
acoustic and one-fourth to non-acoustlC conditions. In a le_s controlled field survey
by Columbia University at JFK Airport _/, noise alone accounted for only 10% of the
individual annoyance response. But when both an integrated acoustic descriptor (CNR)
and three interacting human response variables were included in s multiple regression
analysis, about 60% o_ individual variance was. explained.
Based on a ntnnber of survey results in the U,S 5/6/7/ Great Britain _/_/,
Sweden I0/ Switzerland Ii/ France 12/ and West Germany 13/ a theoretical scheme
has been developed describing the process in which noise is perceived, integrated and
_7_-' _ , ,_ _:_ _i_
responded to by residents in different communities. While there is general agreement
• p
that this scheme has identified atl o£ the most important varlables the quantifica-
tion of the relationships still needs to be fully developed. To do this effectively,
Internatlonal cooperation Is essentlal among researchers.
In brief, the initial variable stimulating annoyance and other human responses
is the unwanted external environmental noise. The physical characteristics of noise
related to community response must be accurately defined and measured in order to
understand the related differences in human response. A number of physiological,
situational and psychological factors filter the physical noise stimuli and deter-
mine the variations in human perceptions. The processing of the perceived noise in
the higher brain centers and the interaction of a number of socio-psychological per-
sonal fsctors interact with these adverse feelings to determine the flnal behavioral
responses that may follow. Each of these stages in the chain of human response to
no_se must be defined and measured in order to establish reliable objective numerical
relationships among them.
B, Factors Affectlng_ical Characteristics of Sound
I, S£n_ Noise Exposures
In order to regulate and control individual noise sources and the way they are
operated, an understanding of how the physical characteristics of sound are related
to human auditory perception and response is essential. The dtverslty and complexity
of different noise descriptors that have been developed primarily by engineers, on an
sd-hoc basis, have created confusion and impeded comparisons of research findings
among different studies, The need for standsrdlzatlon is most urgent.
a, What is known
(I_ loudness a.ndnois-lnelss
()neof the primary characteristics of sound that affects its "unwantedness" is
its perceived intensity or loudness. This psychological judgement of auditory mag-
nitude has been found to be primarily a function of the spectrum or tonal distribu-
tion of the complex sound and its intensity (dB). There is a considerable literature
both.
onthe complexities of loudness Jud8 emerita' _/I_7/ ,_
have
on this question and some of their find-8u_T_es
comprehensivepreparedrecently
lugs will be summarized. Scharf in his paper, stat_8,events"A hatnolSeusuallylmplnglngresultUp°ninan°Ur
aud-
ears sets off a complex series of physloloBical
percept*on._ If we ask a listener to Judge th_ loudness of the noise, his re-Itory
sponse will depend prlmarily on the neural output of the _udltory system. If, on the ,
other hand, we ask the listener to Judge how annoyin_ the noise is, his response will
depend on the output of his auditory system, as represented primarily by loudness,
plus a host of other factors such as the time of day, the meaning of the noise, his
general mOod_ _nd so forth. To the extent that loudness is a non-linear function of
the acoustic input, we should come closer to predictin_ the annoyance by starting
with loudness rather than with the raw acoustical measure." I_7/
Besld_s loudness and annoyance, it has been suggested that a noise may evoke an
Berglunddefined by et
intermediate quality USually called noisiness, l_/l_/2__u/
As
_I, noisiness is "the quality of the noise". More important, Berglund et al showed
that listeners ludK_d the noisiness and loudness of s series of airp]a-e and co_anity
noises siBnlficantlv differently. However, the differences were small, especially
sr high noise levelS, with annoyance differing considerably more fro_ loudness than
did noisiness. Both annoyance and noisiness were linear functions of loudness, but
aunov_nce was 1.4 ti_es greater than loudness over the range of noises sampled, while
nols_ness was only 1.16 times greater.
A number of different c_IculatiOfi procedures and sound-level freq_ency weight-
Ing_ have been proposed or used for n_king loudness calculations. Scharf in exam-
iNing II of these noise descriptors which have been used to measure either loudness
or noisiness 17/ con€ludes, "An idegl (weighting) system would give t_e same value
standard devlat ion
for all sounds that had been Judged subJectlvelv equal
and the
While the standard deviations for the calculation procedures
would be zero ........
(Mark VI and VII, PNL, PNLC end Zwlcker) were lower than for ,:he simple weighting
system of dBA, the dlfferenceS were le_s than one decibel". Since it has been found
' _ _ "" _,_!.i ...._ i_ _°
_,:_'_•__,_i_'• _••
_het the loudne_o of two sounds separated by a few minutes interval cannot be reliably
Judged as different unless their levels .are more than 3 dB apart 21/, it can be con-
cluded that the relatively simple dBA unit can generally be used to integrate sl_c-
, trsl characteristics of sound in loudness measures used in community response studies.
Results of s ColL_bls University laboratory study 2._2/ also found no slgnlflcant dlf-
ferences in annoyance Judgements when dBA, PNL or dBD were used to describe individ-
ual aircraft flyovers snd the intensities were equal. A more recent laboratory
study st Columbia University 3/ also indicates that loudness is the most important
physlcsl varlsble in annoyance Judgements. Yanlv 1_/ reaches a similar conclusion.
b. What is not known
(I) duration and pure-tone corrections
The Deerfleld, Florld_ workshop 2__3/,on noise standards and research, a three-
day meeting of 68 top professionals, concludes, "A national standard exists which
permits the cslculstlon of the loudness of noise from the acoustlcal properties of
broadband, diffuse and steady state sound. This standard, ANSI-S-3-1949 (R 1972)
does not consider the contribution to annoyance or sversiveness of other acoustlcal
factors such a_ sound dur_rlon and tonal components and should be revised to do so.
Evidence from different s_udles on the importance of duration and tonal components,
however, are contradictory, and therefore, more work needs to be done on these ques-
t_ons"
Schsrf, in his review _16/17/_, states, "It has often been suggested that tonal
components make noise more annoying and several procedures for taking this effect
into account have been proposed 2__4/2_55/However, the effect does not extend to loud-
ness as distinct from the annoyance of noise. For example, Mark VI yielded an aver-
age difference of approximately 0 dB between the calculated and observed loudness
l_vels of 325 sounds with and without tonal components. The _I sounds were judged
with respect to loudness, but given the large variability in these• data (standard de-
viatlon was 4.5 dB), the 2-dB difference is not mean!.ngful. On the other hand, in
ii
the study by _11erhesd _/, _Jrk Vl overee_ted the nolslrwss of 60 noises with
tonal compone_tu by 1._ dB less than the _ noises without tonal components". (Not
only were the Ollerheadsounds Judged for nols!ne_S,but the SPLs were all above
90 dB, where the 81 sounds with tonal co_pQnents from Scharf were a!! below 90 dB.)
Altho!_ghthe differencereportedby Ollerheadis Bmall, it does s_ggestthe possl-
b_lity thatwhen the noisinessof Intens_sounds is j_dged,the sub_ectlvemagnitude
may increase sllghtly_
Ste_hens _nd Powel! 2__7/in studyingnoisinessjudgementsof Supersonicaircraft
as well _S sta.dardjet transports and helicopters£ound that EFNL, which has a pure
tone. and dur_tlon correction, predicted noisinessjudgementswith an accuracy of
about _ 3dB, within the range of overall accuragy of human lud_ements.
With respect to questlons of duratlon, McK_nnell 2_8/, in a recent Heathrow Air.
port stu_ found that the relatlve!yshorterdurationof Concordeo_erflightsappeared
tO o££set S(m_what the perceived greater loudness of the Concorde compared to con-
vent!o_al _ets in resultiDgannoyanceresponses.
Little is known about the impulsiveness of sound and its relation to annoyance
judgements. S_ephens and Powell 2/7/, in studying helicopter noise, found that "the
level of !mpulslveness !8 positively correlated with noisiness, but across helicop-
ter types and flight conditions the addition of an impulsiveness correctlon does not
significantlY improve the correlation between noisiness judgements and the predictive
measure, E_NL." A large scale field study of helicopter and f_eld artillery noise
is now underway by the U.S. COr_S of Engineers _nd it 18 hoped that the results of
this study may indicate the relative importance ofimPU Ise noise on c_nitY annoY- -
8nee
(3_ _ns and noise
Perceived vibrsti0ns from airp!_ne and tragfic noise have been found factors in
annoyance response8 by most investigators. NcKegnel! 2._8/in his recent study, found
that the Concorde noise has _enerated almost _s many r_ports of disturbance due to
vlbrationl as interruptions {n speech and communicatlon. Xn other studies of conven-
•tfonal ]eta, communication interruption has aXways been much more !mportant than vi-
brations. Stephens and Powell 2..7/ also found that the threshold of vlbratlon detec-
tion, defined as the level at which 50% of the observers perceived the vibration ap-
pears to be In the range of from 62-68 dB vertical floor acceleration. This range
corresponds to an outdoor SPL of 96-104 dB and suggests that most Jet aircraft which
_enerate such levels at close distances from the airport probably induce structural
vibrstlons which are clearly perceptible to residents inside their homes. Thus, the
possible interaction of vibration and audible noise probably contributes to overall
annoyance.
(4) intrusiveness or siKnal/noise ratio
Few field surveys have been able to collect sufficient 3_-hour samples of com-
munity noise measurements to make reliable Judgements of t_e contribution to annoy-
ance responses of "intrusiveness" or the signal/noise ratio of _ given sound source.
Recently, Bradley 29/ in Ontario, Canada, made such a study _nd found that day-night
differences in traffic noise levels were extremely important. This effect may he
partly due to the usuallv lower volume and level of traffic noise at night, or to
the lower slgnal!nolse level at night. Warner et al 31/ in a similar study in
Yurich, Switzerland, found cozaparable results. Ollerhead 30/ also found significant
ef[ects of intrusiveness in studies of airplone and street trsfflc noise. At low
level aircraft noise exposures, annoyance was rank ordered by the relative level of
street traffic noise. But at higher aircraft noise exposures, the reverse effects
on annoyance were noted. The greatest annoyance was reported when street traffic
noise were each separately measured and separately'correlated with annoyance responses,
the relationships were different than when both noise sources were considered to-
gether; aircraft noise alone had the highest annoyance. Stephens and Powell 27./, on
the other hand, found that a co_nblned measure of aircraft and traffic noise generally
produced _reater annoyance than when each source was considered separately. The im-
portance of intrusiveness is another factor that needs greater attention.
s. R_ of_ex--sures
If the question of how people perceive ,and process a single noise exposure is
co_--_cateAp__ and still unclear, the re81 envlro_ental situation in which many differ-
ent sources produce intricate time varying patterns of noise which so_ehou ere Inte- -_
grated by the exposed person, ma.y appear overuhelm!ng!Y complex. Just to cite a
number Of these time varying variables; .there may be different numbers of different
sources with varying noise levels and durations, with fluctuating combinations and
interv!I8 between exposures at different times of the day, from day to day, season
to season and year to year. In addition, a person may be inside or outside a struc-
ture involved in a variety _f tasks or activities. If an area experiences large vari-
ations in noise exposure with many intense sources during some time periods and prac-
tica!ly none st other periods, should the zero exposures be averaged together with
neriods? Would this _thematic81 average represent the noise levelnoisethe intense
to which resldent_ respond? And should seasonal variations be averaged or measured
separately?
When the EPA in the United States published in _rch 1974, an Information Docu-
ment on the "Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite to Protect Public Health and
Welfare with an Adequate _rB In of Safety", it selected the Ldn as the best avail-
able descriptor for integrating time varying noise. However, it recognized that the
Ldn "does not correlate uniquely with any specific effect on hu_n health and perform-
ance", and as such, this methodology _Y or may not be the be_t suited for defining
noise criteria or standards. Rice 32/, who has studied this problem for a number of
years, also conc!udes_ "the scientific data currently available are insufficient to
adequately specify the form such a dose.response relationship should take .......•
Field studies of aircraft noise have shown that althoug h the notion of some kind of
trade-off effect between aircraft noise and number may survive conceptually, satis-
factory quantification of this effect has not yet been achieved." In reanalyzing the
_: .... i_ ., 9 •
rslstlonshLps of numbers and levels of noise exposure _rom 5chultz°e 5_33/5_7/ study,
Including mnon-clustertng sur_eYSn omitted by Schults, Rice finds st least three dif-
ferent "dose-response" relationships, which are much more dependent on numbers of ex-
posures. In those cmmnunltles wlth less than 50,000 movements a year, the relatlon-
ship between annoyance and noise is flatter than studies with 50,000-200,000 move-
ments. But studies of communltles with greater than 200,000 movements per year have
more annoyance below 75 Ldn and less annoyance above 75 Ldn when compared to the
mlddle group. Yanlv 333/ found "several tomporal parameters, i.e. nmnber of events
in noise, Intermittency or interruption rate and duration, have been identified as
important, but the exact form of the quantitative relationship between these temporal
parameters and the subjective response is not clear." Most of the research on time
varying noise has been done on aircraft or traffic noise sources. Pearsons 3_4/,
Langdon 35/ and Rice 36/ found that adverse response increases as a function of. the
number of events, but each found different mathematical functions.
Rvlander 3_7/3__8/found a minimum number of events, about two per hour or 50 per
day was needed to register a significant number of "very annoyed" responses. Further
increases of relatively low level (70 dBA) noises resulted in little increase in
annoyance, but increased numbers of 80 and 90 dBA noise exposures produced increased
anno_'ance up to about A per hour or i00 per day. Then at about 200 flights per day
annoyance appeared to stabilize. It should be noted that the largest number of events
(174 per day) included by Rylander, is far below the nt_bers experienced at major
United States and other international airports. Thus, his work does not include the
full range of noise exposures. In a laboratory study, Rylander also found that after
6 events per hour, the percent (rather and very) annoyed persons stabilized and then
at 45-70 per hour annoyance appeared to drop. A laboratory study by Columbia Univer-
sity, however, did not find such a drop in ansoyance after a rate of A8 exposures per
_our,
Rice 3__6/3__77/,suggests a general hypothesis of the number-level relationships
which attempts to include Rylander's and other re_earch findings. He compares his
• 10. _
laboratory results with those from the field studies of Rylander, interpreted in
terms of an 85 average peak dB(A) level, and finds that the results llne up quite
well. It could be argued that in the range of about 3-16 flights per hour the influ-
ence of number is small, and a case for the peak level concept is presented. Decreas-
ing importance of the number of events is also suggested at the very lower rates.
Above about 16 aircraft per hour, however, Rice indicates that annoyance may begin
to increase again and becomes more dependent upon number. These are both important
departures and tend to argue against an all inclusive peak level concept. It is in-
I
teresting to note that a similar relationship to that shown by Rice can be deduced
from the laboratory study of Langdon, Gabriel and Creamer 35/, who investigated
Judged acceptability durin8 television viewing. While Rice agrees that an energy
or linear fit can be applied to most community studies, he feels that the energy con-
cept conceals the true nature of the trading relationships. If one insists on a
single index number, then Leq appears to overstate annoyance response at some levels
and understates it at other levels. In any specific coemmnity, with a given number
of operations and a given traffic mix which establishes the specific levels of noise
exposure, the use of an average measure such as Leq could distort the predicted com-
munity annoyance response for that area.
Fields 48/ conducted a conneunity survey of railway noise effects in England and
found that the annoyance relationships to coem_on units of noise exposure were dif-
ferent for railway noise, aircraft and road traffic noise. Berglund 49/ in a study
of street traffic, speech in s foreign language, music, pile driving, typing, Jack
hammer drilling and a Jet overflight also found different psychological functions for
different types of noise. These results raise serious questions about the feasibil-
ity of developing a universal noise descriptor for all noise sources. Bradley 29/ in
his study of street traffic noise, also found that while Leq was best correlated over-
all with annoyance, (r-.50), s number of other noise measures and the logarithms of
vehicle flow rate produced similar correlations, reflecting the couwzon energy summa-
tion assumption. The Lnp noise measure, however, including a fluctuation component
• 11.
was not a successful predictor. For sleep annoyance, the LIo for night tlJe exposure
was best correlated to the sleep response. This further emphasizes the importance of
the relevant time frame and activity in any computation scheme.
b.
In evaluating the day-night permlty (10 dB) used in NEF indices, Ollerhead 90/
found this too high. His study suggested a 5-6 dB penalty for evening and possibly
night traffic. Studies by Columbla University 44/45/ also suggest a penalty less than
I0 dB, but the exact number needs to be established. In a Columbia University study
in which field survey annoyance responses were compared to different simulsted field
conditions in the laboratory, annoyance with simulated peak rather than average (24-
hour) traffic volume in the, laboratory was best correlated with the field survey
annoyance response.
c. Seasonsl£._Z
The effect of seasonality of exposure also has not been studied in any system-
atic fashion, but a priori Judgements have recognized thls, factor. In the New York
area, where wind patterns and weather changes during the winter and summer not only
alter air traffic patterns, but modify Indoor-outdoor and closed and open window liv-
ing patterns, a recent yet unpublished study by Columbia University of 2000 residents
at JFK Airport indicates that the effects of seasonal noise on annoyance is substan-
tial. About a third of all residents reported decreases in perceived aircraft noise
level in the winter period. A special factor that may have limited this reduction
was the beginning of operations of the Conccrde during the wlnrer months of this study,
and the ambiguity in the question of the reference location as inside or outside.
Overall annoyance, however, was reported decreased by about half of all residents.
Substantial decreases in percent of residents with "high annoyance" (_-5_%) were re-
ported for all key residential activities, with the greatest relative declines (60-
80%) reported by the more distant residents, where the inside noise level during the
winter is the lowest.
C. Factors _ffe_On,_-,ndJ J • .... _ .... . i _ "
The process of human responae begins with the peyceptlon of the stimulus, The
fact that the stimulus can be measured objectively by a_ instrument does not neces-
sarily mean it is equally perceived by all persons exposed to it. At least two key
factors may influence how a stlmulua is perceived in the real environment. Recogn!-
tion of these factors in selecting subjects for laboratory and field studies could
redt_cesub iect variance°
I. Varia__
This refers to differentfal capabillties of individuals or groups of people to
perceive the stimulus and generally is related to physiolo_ica! differences in their
sensory systems. Persons who feel noise affects their health maY also be particu-
lar!v se_sirlve to it. Evidence also suggest that people with anxieties and mental
illn_ss may also be very sensitive to noise.
). _ontext s
What one Is do!ha or wants to do at the time of noise exposure may also affect
[_owthe stimulus is _erce!ved. For example, whether one is asleep, reading,or play-
in_.with children _mv differentially influence perception. In this connection, the
_::entlon rneci_anism(cochlear inhibitory ref!ex) may actually _revent the sound from
-::-.,_received b_,the hi_her brain centers. Indirect survey evidence of this atten-
'.ionmechanism is _rovlded from a reana!ysis of 1975 Columbia University survey data.
[:o_e_ch envlrorm_entalnoise heard, each resident w_s asked, '"_ouldyou Say it [_._t
all _osslble for anyone to reduce the noise or not? -- And almost every time you hear
th_ r_ois_edo you _ay attention to it until it passes or do you usually ignore it and
hardly ever hear it?" For persons who were highly'fearful of airplanes and to whom
the aircraft noise was a siRna! of possfb]e dan_er, 0_. said [hey alx,'avspay atten-
tion until it passes. In contrast, of those residents w_t _ little or no fear of air-
_lanes. only i_al_"as many or only 32% said they _av ar_.e._tion,krhosewith a seuse
that the noise is unavoidable and for whom the _.oisehas no sI_ecialmeanln_ or warn-
iDe.,say they generally ignore the sound.
_l_,,' _ _ . :.
t3.
D. F_a_tor8Af:f_ctln_Fee!in_sof AnnoyanceAcceptabi!Ity
Just aa there is lack of agreement ab_t definitions of proper physical descrlpt-
ors of noise exposure, there is as yet no standardization of definitions and methods
of measurln_ the intensity of annoyance, acceptability or other human responses.
Some suggested definltions are presented in thls revlewo
I. Oeneral Definition of Annoyance
Annoyance ma_, be defined as a general feeling of displeasure or adverslvenesa
towar'_ a noise source which is believed to have a harmful affect on a person's health
and well-bein_. _6/ It is relatlvely easy to ascertain whether or not a person has
a:_ f,_elln6,_sof annoyance, but the measurement of degree of annoyance presents many
'_-'o:,iem_. One o', the major difficulties reflects the highly individual variations in
i_terpret.ations of a unit of annoyance. 49/ If a categorical scale is used, and a
p_rso.,-,is asked, "Is the noise very annoying, moderately annoying, a little annoying
.r n,._ __f a]_. annoying?", and he am_wers "very annoying", we know the ordinal ranking
:'. -_. _+-,15_,-_. But the absolute amount of annoyance that quallfles as "vervannoy-
'._..g_-,_on¢ _erson may be quite different from that of other persons. Moreover,.
e.r_,_.= no indication of the precise absolute interval between one category and
ar_ot'.er, i:orpractical purposes, when categorical scales are used, each category is
_ss,:med co have the same meaning to all persons and the interval between categories
......__.:.a!]vas,_un_edto be one digit, i.e. "very annovi_g" is given a value of 3, mecl-
..,-;_.,,_vannoying," is given a value of 2, etc. These numbers are then used in all
_ _,st_ca] computations.
g_, te_ ,,,ears a_o. TRACOK 50/ in its social surveys, shifted to a modified
_-_dinal annoyance scale, usin_ an "opinion thermon_eter" which had five cate_orie_,
-,, _ith the extreme categories defined (O-not at all and 4-extremely). Because of
t._,e._eneral con_non meanin_ of numbers to most people, a number 'I" represents the
lowest amount of annoyance and "2" apparently means about twice as much a,s "I", etc,,
althouKh the interval is not explicitly _iven. This inference is reinforced by recent
resul_s of special analyses of 1973 survey responses reported by Columbia Universitv _/
While there ._re considerable differences in opinions among statisticians, non-para-
metric statistics are usually used for ordinal data and parametric for interval data.
• 1,4.
To test empirically for the differences in these statistical methods, eve_
correlation in the Columbia University field study was calculated both ._ys, para-
metric Pearson and non-parametric Spearman methods. In the hundreds of pairs of
correlations calc_lated, no___tone proved significantly different in the two methods.
the use of a modified ordinal scale such as initiated by TRAOOR, thus appears to
ha-, distlnct advantages over the traditional categorical scales, since each person
is ."teeto select a given number from a limited range of extremes that represents his
own intensity o: feeling. In using the five-polnt scale, however, it was found that
in areas close "o airports, where noise exposure is fairly hi_h, there was an undes-
trsb_,e ¢lusrer!n£ of annoyance responses at the upper leve] of '%". Consequently,
in a iq75 Columbia University field-laboratory study 4__5/,_ ten-point,scale was used
[(i-9)with the extreme cate£ories defined as before. A special ce,nparable question
usin_ the 5,point scale was also asked in this study, so a transfer functlon could be
der!'_d between the two scales and comparisons made with previous studies. The ]O-
_oim[ scal_"succeeded in greater differentation of responses and, therefore, has beell
...se,.'_in to.ore recent research.
r'rO11%a o_2resl poln[ of vie_' 9 a magnitude estimation or -atio scale is most pre-
,.._s,.-_.Thils,the order and Intervals between units would be e×_nlicitlvdefined. The
_Jse .f such a scale in _ield surveys, however, has not been f_asible. _h)ws_,' has vet
been :o,dnd[_ use a standard reference level for magnitude __;'-iratlon_n so('la],sur-
v,_'..s._,erK]_,nd-491 has tried to develop a calibration prove '..rewhlc_' is a transfe'_
,_unctionDetween loudness and annoyance. The variabil_t\' in res_,onse,however, is
still _onsiderable and many assumptions have to be made to _et 9ack to the real unvlr- .
onr._ent.Galanter .%2/has also tried to develop a "Utility Comparison Scale (UCS)",
wblch is a transfer function between intensities of feelin£ about life-familla'revents,
_hat i_ave!_eenscaled t_vmagnitude estimation r_echods in laboratory studies and field
st.'ryes',am_ovance responses. In two recent field studies, Coln.m_'iaUniversity has also
tried to re]are reported perceptions of loudness _n field s,_rvevsco speech interfer-
ence as a common reference level, but results were inconclusive. Until more development
_ _ °
work clearly demonstrates the advantages aud feasibility o£ a magnitude estimation
technique In field surveys,. It is proposed that the simpler modified lO-point ordinal
scale be used.
From an administrator's point of view, simple annoyance responses are not really
the kind of information desired for establishing noise limits. .Most people in a com-
plex urban society expect some tension, irritation and annoyance with environmental
conditions. Few expect or could llve in a "perfect" society in which there is no
dissatisfaction with living conditions. In fact, there is considerable evidence
that the absence of some tensions and stress would be as unhealthy for a person as
over-stressing. The key question is how much tension or annoyance is considered
ac._table or comat_ with a given quality of llfe goal. Webster's third New Inter-
national Dictionary defines "compatible" as "indicates capacity for existing together
without discord or conflict, although not necessarily in positive a_reement or
harmon'-'" The _oal, then, is to define the amount of noise that is scceotable to a
cornm_nity so that co_0patability would exist between the noise _ource ant the co_mmun-
itv. When an effort was made in a field survey 4_5/ to ask residents dlrect specific
questions about the acceptability of their noise environments, i_ was found ineffect-
ive and confusing. Many residents insisted on interpretin_ "acceptable" not as a
_udgement of what they felt was a fair compromise, but what #as in fact feasible.
If they felt the situation was hopeless and they could not _,)\'e.they sa_d. "e_ ¢o_._rse
even though their annoyence was bi_h. In n hum-
it is acceptable ........ I'm here",
her of iaborator_ studies, however, by Col_mbia University _3/'5_, _he:_' the artific.
ialit\' of the situation was clear that a theoretical optlon exlste,t, respondents
answered more ratlonsllv as to what they would settle for or l_n(:acceptable. Tl_e ,_e_.
lationshlp between reported degree of annoyance and acceDta?_iitv, as re_orted i_ the
latest s[udy, ts shown in Table I..-3/
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A n n_ o_- a n c e P_ t Jud_ements
Scorem _mlbe, r _
Highly 7-9 643 7.2 Z 92.8 Z
Moderately 5-6 368 57.6 42.4
Slightly 0-4 525 94.09 4.1
9 220 0.0 i00.0
8 214 5,6 94,4
7 209 16,3 83.7
6 166 4i,6 58.4
5 202 70.2 29.2
4 187 88;8 il.2
3 149 96.0 4,0
2 99 i00.0 0
I 56 100,0 0
b 34 I00.0 0
As Can be S_en_ an annoyance score Of 0-4 is acceptable to almost 95% of all respond-
eats, whilt at the upper _nd of the Scale (7-9), 93Z flnd it unacceptable. In.mid-
scale (5-6), about half find it Unacceptable_ Using 1975 survey data, a series of
cross tabulations were p_epared of different cutting points for defining highly or
slightly a_noyed, (0-2, 3.4, 5+; 0.3, 4-6, 7.9; 0-4, 5-6, 7-9) on the single annoy-
ance question and other activity and behaVlo_l responses. The first two sets of
intervals produced a number of inconsistent non-scale relationships, i,e. the lowest
or highest annoyance groups had significant opposite type answers on other response
questions. The third grouping of annoyance responses sh_ in Table 1 had the fewest
inconsistent responses and, therefore, it is recommended as the beit for defining
high, moderate and slight annoyance for single questions, It also seems best related
to Judgements of "acCeptabiiity" and depending on political policy decl_lons on the
proportions of people tO be protected at different noise exposures, data from the
full lO-point annoyance-acceptability SCale can be used in establishing noise resula- .
tions. Agreement on euch s standard response measorement scale Ig essential to
facilitate comparisons among future studies and tO secure agreement on noise standards.
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2. Defi nit_one o_ Inteneity of_
In the early 19608, it waa recognized that if international standarda were to be
established on aircraft noise exposures, agreement would be required on standardlza-
tion of definitions of data and methods of collectlon and analysis. The OECD, for a
few years, attempted to coordinate such an effort, but for a variety of political
and budgetary reasons ceased its attempts before it could complete its objectives.
Consequently, a number of subsequent field surveys have been completed in different
countries, using diverse definitions of acoustic and non-acoustic factors and a vari-
ety of methodologies and analytical procedures. Schultz 53/ has made an heroic
effort ro compare "dose-response" relationships of reports of "l_ighly annoyed" resi-
dents from eleven selected studies. Many arbitrary decisions were involved in adjust-
Ing non-comparable data and although most of these Judgements may be as good as any
one could expect, they are no substitute for standardized data collection, and Schultz
recognizes this. As Rice indicates in his recent review, Schultz omitted certaln
studies which, when added, appear to alter his curvelenear relationships. More ob-
iectlve reanalysls of 1975 survey data by Columbia University also suggest different
deflnitlona of high annoyance than those used by Schultz.
a. Single question vs. multiple activity annoyance scales
It has generally been found by social survey researchers that answers to single
questions are subject to so many "happenstance" situations, that they are less reli-
able as measures of intensity of feelings than indexes or scales based on a series of
consistently related questions. McKennel! 8/9/28/ at 8eathrow. Francois at Orly-_-_/,
Langdon in London 55/ Columbia University 51/ and TRAOOR_LQ/studies all found sup-.
port for this general finding. Consequently, practically all researchers have used
an activities annoyance _n@_ as the dependent" response _variable. Differen,t studies
have used a variety of items and scale cutting points in developing their annoyance
index, but in general, they include questions on annoyance with interference of the
following six key activities: radio and TV llseening, conversation, sleep, rest and
_8o
relaxatlon, rattles and vibrations and startle responmes. A recent reanalysls of
earller Colmnbla University survey data indicates that the addition of five other
items added llttle to the basic six items in differentiating annoyance responses.
Based on a factor analyses, it was determined to use these six items in a Likert sum-
mation scale. When a simple Likert summation scale was compared by TRACOR 501 to
unequal welght_ng systems, little improvement was noted. Furthermore, the hlerarchal
importance of any item such as sleep interference, can vary from one comnmnlty to
another and for each community from one time period to another, depending on changes
in actual noise exposures. Such changes in a weighted annoyance scale would compll-
care comparisons of data and add little precisio N for any single study. The use of
the simpler Likert scale which adds all scores from each question, is therefore,
recommended.
b. E.stabllshlng uniform deflnltions of in.tenslty of annoyance
Sci_ultz, after much deliberation, concluded that the top 29% of the totalannoy-
ance scale values should be considered "highly annoyed", Quite independently, TRACOR
and Columbia University staff reached different conclusions. The reanalysls of 1975
survey data i_dlcated that with a total of 54 scale points (6 items @ 9 annoyance
pts), the following three categories best describe consistent responses to three in-
tensities of annoyance; with high annoyance including almost half of all possible
Scores .
Description of
Scores _nnoyance
0,15 little or none
16-25 moderate
26-54 high
Table 2 compares these three categories of intensities of annoyance with separate
answers to selected related questlons, clearly demonstrating that the low and high
annoyance groups are both consistent in their responses, while the moderate group is
usually somewhere in between. Only 15% of the low annoyance group gave a high annoy-
ance response to the single summary annoyance question and about an equal number of
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the high annoyance Stoup report less .than high annoyance for the s/_11e question. The
internal consistency of the summted annoyance scale is further des_mstrated by the
second group of items. Only 1-2% of the low annoyance "group report high annoyance
with sleep, rattles snd vibrations and rest and relaxation. About a third of the
low annoyance group have high annoyance with being startled, 26Z with TV and radio
interference and 22% with conversation interruption. In contrast, the high annoyance
group reports 97% have high annoyance with TV and radio interference, conversation
and startle reactions. In addition, 84Z report high annoyance with interruption of
rest and relaxation and 68% with sleep interference and rattle and vibration.
further indication of the consistency of these scale categories are the
answers to the early questions of the interviews. In reply to the open question
about "things disliked around here", 57Z of the high annoyance group voluntarily men-
tion aircraft compared to only 17% of the low annoyance g=oup. The answers to the
first direct question, however, on degree of dislike reveals the inadequacy of
single question indexes. Almost 40% of the low annoyance group report high dis-
llke, while 92% of the high annoyance group also report high dislike. The question
on "poor neighbor" is presented as a control, to show there was no significant dif-
ference on this item among annoyance groups and that residents were giving different
answers to questions that were unrelated to annoyance with noise and consistent
answers to related questions.
In connection with some behavioral issues, almost half the highly annoyed felt
like moving compared to only 28% of the low annoyance group. Furthermore, practic-
ally all "highly annoyed" volunteered that aircraft operations was the reason for
choosing to move, in contrast to only 3% of the low annoyance group.
OF •
WIThAtR_ O__0_ "1975sURveY
I. An_iOv_n_e=_inKle question Nu26i N-174 N-856
(0-4_ 67 7. 20 7. 4 Z
Moderate (5-6) 18 36 i2
High (7-9) 1.5 44 8_.
2. An_iDy_nCe with Activlty
DiSt__ Aircraft N_ise
6_ R_i6 Low 59 9 2
Moderat_ i5 6 1
' 85 97
84 30Slee_ LW
}4oaerate 1 5 2
i 1.1 689_.... 7_-5 28Ratt li_ _ind Low
V(br_iti6n_ Mbderat_ 5 12 4
2 13 68
P_ei_i_ t ibfi M_de __ite 3 8 3
1 20 83 "
CohV_tsatlon L_ 65-----'--------------_6 2
ModePate 13 8 1
_ _ 22 76 97
St_rtl_ _ _ 9 1
33 81 97
3. VO_kinteev_i
thifi_8di_liked
AirCvaf_ 17 % 46 7. 57 7.
_. Direct questlon on
D@gree diSlike_
AitCraft noibe Low 42 II 3
Moderate 20 16 5
Hi_.h 38 73 929-_-I_ 97
MOderate i I 4
High _ 4 3
5. P_i_ like _vi_g
NO 72 64 51
3. PSycho-SOclal Factors that AffeCt Anh6v_hce and Acceptabilft_
Resp_nae_
a. General evidence Of Im __s_ch6ys6cial factors
A number of interVening factors h_ bbefi i_nti£1ed as significantly modifying
annoyance responses in both field _/_/[/_/_/iA]i_I]I2/iA/ and laboratory stddle_, _/_2--/
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All of these studies were based on early U.S. research _/_/ and used slmIZar ssmpllng
and questionnaire designs. The specific queatlona, however, were often different.
The sa_pllng plans usually aetected areas at different noise exposures and randomly
sampled residents in homogeneous areas. The questionnaires masked the objective of
" the study and proceeded from general open questions to more specific questions on
noise.
McKennell 2__8/in his recent study of the Concorde, found "the degree of annoy-
ance with alrcraft in general and the level of patriotic feeling about Concorde were
the two variables with the highest correlations with Concorde annoyance ..... higher
even than the correlation with its noise level." Bradley _-_/, in his comprehensive
traffic survey, found the ssme psycho-soclal factors important in explaining annoy-
ance variance in road traffic as in the aircraft noise studies. He concludes, '_he
following individual subject variables were found to be quite successful in Increas-
ing the variance explained: concern for accidents, perceived difficulty to reduce
noise, psychological stress and satisfaction with the neighborhood ..... Similarly
sub leers perceived traffic noise was harmful to their health ...... demographic vari-
ables were generally unsuccessful as in many previous studies (in explaining variance
in annoyance) ...... It appears that people resent unfair treatment. Thus, if they
thlnk it is easy to reduce traffic noise levels, or that vehicles are not very neces-
sary, they are more annoyed by traffic noise. Similarly, subjects were more annoyed
by unnecessary noises such as squealing tires.' This latter factor is comparable to
'feelings of misfeasance" which will be discussed below. Tarnopolsky 56/ in an Inno-
vstive study of aircraft noise, annoyance and mental health around Heathrow Airport,
concludes, '_oise per se does not appear to be a major cause of 'frank psychiatric
illness' ...... Psychiatric cases are very vulnerable to noises and easily annoyed in
the cormn_nitv ...... Psychiatric cases, however, only contribute a third of the total
'_,erv annoyed', therefore, cannot be suspected of suffering frank mental illnes_i."
Francois 54/ in a study of about 100D residents around Parls-Orly Airport, had simil_r
findings. "The average degree of anxiety, nevrosi_ _nd extroversion is not modified
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by the sircraft noise level, even among respondents exposed to a loud noise for a Ion 8
period of time (I0 years or more) ...... Noise seems more related to _eellngs of
malaise or to sub_ectlve symptoms, than to specific organic illnesses ...... " In addi-
tion to the evidence of the above field surveys, an unpublished laboratory s_udy by
Galanter and two studies by the Columbia University noise research laboratory 3/45/
also conflr_ed that tension, fear and residential experience significantly modify an-
noyance responses.
b Evaluation of Selected Psycho..social Factors• L , ' ' ' , , " ,,, °,.... ,
The basic desired activities affected by noise and causin_ differential annoy-
ance when they _re disturbed, are presented in Table 2. Likert scales developed by
Columbia Unlversltv to indicate intensity of feelings of fear, misfeasance and other
selected psycho-soclal variables which affect annoyance will be discussed below.
(1)
The fear scale used in Columbia University studies consists of a summation of
four items frown the community questionnaire. Respondents were asked to rate; I) their
dislike of unsafe low-flylng airplanes, 2) how much the noise from airplanes startle
or frighten them, 3) how often they felt airplanes were flying too lox# for the safety
of the residents, 4) how often they felt there was some danger that they might crash
These four items have strong face validity as well as high item intercorrelation.
In addition, a number of the items have been shown to be related to annoyance in pre-
vious research _5/6/7_. The coefficient of reliability (alpha) for the fear scale is
.84, Reanalysis for consistency of score responses from the Columbia University 1975
study Indlcsted that a score of 0-5 represented low fear, 6-17 moderat_, fear and
18-36 hlgh fear. The co_relat£on af fear and annoyance in the Columbia University
1972 study was r,,.72 and about the same in rne 1975 rea nalysis of Columbia University
data (r=.70).
(2) Misfeasance
The concept of misfeasance is an outgrowth of Borsky's 6__/concept of
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"considerateness", HcKennellts 8/ concept of "preventability', and TRACORee7/ term-
inology of "misfeasance". This scale was intended to measure the respondents' be-
lief that various agents connected with aircraft noise propagation are capable of
reducing the noise but for some insufficient reason are not. The agents in the
Columbia University scale include "the people who run the airlines", "the airport
officials", "the other governmental officials", "the pilots", "the designers and
makers of airplanes", and "the community leaders". The coefficient of rellsbillty
(alpha) for the misfeasance scale is .76. The correlation with annoyance was r-,.32
in the Columbia University 1972 study and r=.37 in the 1975 reanalysls. Evaluation
of the 1975 data Indicate that scale scores of 0-15 represent little misfeasance,
16-25 moderate and 26-54 high misfeasance.
(3) Health Attitudes
HcKennell 8/ reported a strong relationship between the belief that aircraft ex-
posure affected the respondent's health and annoyance. In recent Columbia Uu_.yerslty
questionnaires, respondents were asked "how harmful do you feel the airplane noise
is to your health?" This item was scored 0-9 with 9 being very much. The correla-
tion with annoyance was r-.63 in 1972 and r-.61 in 1975. Scale scores of 0-4 indl-
care low health effects, 5,6 moderate and 7-9 high health effects.
(4) Importance of Aircraft
A small relationship (r=.12) was reported by McKennell 8/ between an aircraft
importance scale and annoyance. In the present 1975 study respondents were asked
how important they felt commercial airplanes were to natlor_l welfare, the con=mtnlty
and their own family. Each item was scored 0-9 with 9 meaning very |mportant. The
sum of these three items was termed respondent's feelings of aircraft importance.
The correlation in 1972 was r=.22, but in 1975 it was r=.13.
(5) Other factors
The relationship be_ween many other items in survey questionnaires and annoyance
were computed. Number of dislikes with other than noise conditions had a correlation
of r=.49 wi_h 1975 annoyance responses. General noise sensitivity in 1975 had a
correlation with annoyance of r-.26. All traditional demographic variables, such as
i.
sge, seX, educ_tlon, tnc_, _rltal atatu#, etc, h_d !_ttle, if any, slgnlfica_¢e
to annoyance responaes.
The above intervening psycho-s,o.¢!_l v_ta.b_ _e a!l been fouod im.pqrta_t i_
most field surveys that have attempted .tome_sure th;em. Table 3 shows the relatto n-
ships of some of these most im_orta,n.tvarlable_.
TABLE
COMPARISON OF ANNOYANCE RELATED FEELINGS ABOIPr AIRCRAFT NQISE
Attitude Indexes L_w.. _.
i. year of Cr_he_s Lo_ 49 % 25 % 5 %
MQder_te 42 40 20
2. Extent _ffec ts_heelt_h L_ 8_ 66 25
Mode ra t_ 9 !7 16
7
3. Fe_.!ings off!_la!__r.. ..e_ Low 50 3Q 18
mi sfe_an_ Moderate 22 24 20
Hi Kh_- 28 46 62 ..
Feel aircraft importan_._ LoW 12 17 20
• -..... : " _"_'''-"'.... M0dera.t.e 25 24 30
_h 63 59 50
I 5. In_ensi_j" of dislik_es L_ _ 73 _4 30
'!_'_____ ...... MQderate 24 35 44
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Only q% of the low annoyance group reports high fear of aircraft, while 75% of
the hl_h annoyance group reports high fear. With respect to feelings tha_ noise ad-
verse[_ affects health, 84% of the !_ ano0yaDc e group have low scores on the health
item, compared to 25% for the high annoyance grou_, similar contrasting relatlon-
shi_s are shown for feeliqgs of misfeasance, _ircr_ft imp_rtanc_ a_d dislikes in
peiRhb_rhood. Low _nnoyance _s associated with fee!_ogs of !_ fe_y, low hea!th ef-
fects, low ml_feasa_e, h!gh aircr.af_ i_porta_¢_ _nd low dislikes Of genera! condi-
tions in the neighbo_bood'o _he _=ter_gti_n_ of _e !_t_Dsity, fear, misfeasance
and health effects on reports of annoy@riG€ are Sh_D !n Tab!e A, The close dlstance
residents were exposed to noise levels ov_r 90 Ldn, the middle distance to 80-85 Ldn
and the distant areas to 65-70 Ldn. When all three attit_dlq_l variables are ¢omblned
-u
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w/_th physical exposure levels, the overwhelming importance of these sociopsycholog-
ical effects on annoyance is apparent. I£ one considers only residents living close
to airport areas with equal noise exposures greater than 90 Ldn, residents with
feelings of great fear, a high degree of misfeasance and marked adverse health ef-
fects report that 94 percent have a high degree of annoyance and only 2 percent have
a low degree of annoyance. Likewise, residents living in much quieter, distant areas
with an Ldn of 65-70, who have the same feelings of great fear, a hlgh degree of
misfeasance and marked adverse health effects report almost the same annoyance; 86
percent high, 8 moderate and 6 percent low annoyance.
In contrast, among persons living close to airport areas who have the opposite
combination of attitudes (i;e., a low level of fear, a low degree of misfeasance and
low adverse health effects), only I0 percent have feelings of great annoyance and 2
percent low annoyance. Table 4 presents these relationships.
i_[;terFactors: The relationships among many other items in survey question.-
nalres and annoyance were computed. Importance of aircraft and aviation had a corre-
lation of r-O.13 with annoyance, number of dislikes with other than noise conditions
had s correlation of r-0.49 and general noise sensitivity had a correlation with an-
noyance of r,,O.26. All traditional demographic variables, such as age, sex, educa-
tion. income and marital status, had little if any relationship to annoyance responses.
TABLE 4
INTER-RELATIONSHIPS OF FEELINGS OF FEAR,
MISFEASANCE AND ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS ON ANNOYANCE
WITH AIRCRAFT NOISE
Intensity of Feelings Distance Groups (%)
Fear Misfeasance Health Annoyance Close Middle Distant Total
High Hi£h High N,,249 N,,79 N=,81 N,,370
High 94 84 86 90
Moderate 4 9 8 6
Low . _ 7 6 4
Moderate Moderate Moderate N,,7 N,,5 N,,12 N,,24
High 43 60 50 50
Moderate 14 40 17 21
Low 4_ Q 3,3 29_
Low Low Low N,,20 N-37 N-117 Nw174
High I0 5 3 4
Moderate 15 16 4 8
Low 75 79 93 88
•E. Factors Affectln O_er Behavioral Re_
1. Whether or not a feellng of annoyance is ever expressed to someone else
or whether it remains a silent psychologlcal emotion depends on a number of other
intervening variables. It should be noted that expressions may be voluntary or
elicited and that different factors facilitate and impede s_Ich expressions. Some of
the forms of expressions are: a) Personal commu_icatlon of the residents' feelings
w_-,_ other nei_,l_bors, the operators of the noise source or the authorities. This
could be verbal or written, b) Su._ort of _ - if asked to sign a peti-
tion, attend a meeting or oarticlpate in some other group action designed to reduce
or modify the no_se source, c) Hel in to or anize rou: action - a more difficult
expr'esslon, involving more effort and activity, d) ____I action - the decision tO
resort to legal action to modify or eliminate the source or even obtain compensatory
damages is an extreme form of annoyance expression.
_able 5 presents some data from the 1975 Columbia University reanaiysis O_ re-
ported complaint behavior. The combined action potential scale was constructed from
the questions dealing with feelings or desires to engage in various types Of complaint.
Indicating that annoyance is the underlying basis of desires to complain, 60% of the
low annoyance Rroup had s low complaint potential, compared to only 12% of the high
annoyance _roup. The high annoyance _roup reported that 75% had s high complaint
potential. In contrast, while 76% of the high annoyance group _ctually said they
talked to friends about their hostile feelings, less than half even siRned a petition
_nd less than 30% wrote or telephoned Or contacted an o_flcla] or local organization.
The disparity between desires to complain and actual complaint behavior iS the reason
Why complaint files are poor predictors of basic noise problems.
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TABLE 5
RELATIONSHIP OF COMPLAINT BEHAVIOR AND ANNOYANCE
Intensity of Annoyance
Low ModerateItem
I. Combined Action Potential Low 60 % 31% 12 %
Moderate II 26 13
High 19 43 75
. o =eel llke doln_
l)iscuss with friend 19 48 81
Sign petition 16 40 71
Write or ohone official I0 24 62
Visit offIcial 3 I0 33
Contact local organization 7 17 53
}ielp organize committee 3 8 26
Ever do some thin_
i)iscuss with friend 18 44 76
Sign petition 9 24 42
_rlte or phone official 5 I0 29
Visit official 2 3 7
c.ontact local organization 5 9 27
_elp organize con_nittee 2 3 6
There are a number of factors that probably explain the relatively low co_plaint
behavior in this study. First, is the extent of underlyin_ motivation or annoyance
level, already shown in Table 5. Second, there is the question whether it is phys-
ically oossible to red,ice the noise. As Table 6 shows, 08% of the high action poten-
tial Croup feel it is Dosslble compared to 37% for the low action potential group.
_'i_ird,there is the question of knowledge of the complaint pro¢'ess. Responses in
Table _ indicate that onlv 49% of the '_igh complaint potent_l group even said they
<new whom to call and only 21% correctly said the FK_. In contrast, the less annoyed
and low comolaint potential group only said 24% knew whom to c_ll and only 11% actu-
ally _ave _ correct mnswer. Fourth, there is the question whether the respondent has
• any expectations of success or what he believes past experiences have bee, with com-
olainln_. Only 11% of the high complaint potential group an,_ 7% of the low co_nplaint
group feel individual co_nplaints would do any good. Even if the community were or-
ganized, only from 3-15% felt the chances of success were hi_: , 60-70% felt they were
low. Of the relatlvelv few who actually said they dld so_etlxing in complainin_ only
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9_ of the high complaint potential and 6_ of the low complaint potential groups felt
it did any good. In summary, while many residents with high complaint potential
felt noise abatement was possible, and were hlghly annoyed, only 21% knew where to
complain and only about i0_ believed individual complaints were effective. These
factorsinhibitedcomplaint.
In considering other personal characteristics and their relation to complaints,
it has _enerally been found that better educated, higher income, higher social
status persons are more prone to express their feelings in the form of complaints.
Table _ indicates that 36% of the high complaint potential group had colle_e educa-
tion, ¢o_pared ro ?3% of the low c_nplaint group. Likewise, 54% of the high com-
plaint £roup reported incomes of $15,000 or more compared to 36% of the low com-
plaint potential £roup.
The relative availability of behavioral avoidance measures may also be a factor
in wherever or not s person complains. When asked, whether they ever felt like moving,
onl\" about 40% said they did, while most did not consider moving a reasonable alter-
native. Only about half of the high complaint potential group gave airplane noise
as a reason for desirin_ to move.
TABLE 6
FACTORS AFFECTING COMPLAINT BEHAVIOR
ACT_3_ _T_NTIAL
Low _er_te High
Itern
PossibleReduce AircraftNoise Yes 37 % _ I 68
No 43 :l 22
Don't Know 20 I_ I0
o
Know Whom to call to Complain Yes 24 _ 42
No 76 _? 58
Whom would you call
FAA Ii "= 21
Con_nUnityorganization 4 - 6
Local police 3 _ 5
Other 7 12 12
Would individual complaint do Yes 7 13 II
No & Don't Know 93 <" 89
If Community org_what Low 73 _- 58
are chances of success in Moderate 9 _$ .21
reducin_ High 3 i$ 15
Don't Know 15 _ 6
Felt llke movin_ Yes - Reason Aircraft 9 I- 20
Yes Other Reasons 33 15 24
No 58 5_ 56
Personal Characteristics Male 69 -< 69
Sex, Female 31 l_ 31
Education I-3 Grade School 19 iI 7
4-5 High School 58 55 57
Colle_e 23 34 36
Family Income l_e.ss than $6,000 12 € 6
S6.000 less than $I01000 i0 I_ 9
Sl0,000 less than S15,000 20 I_ 18
$15,000 less than $20,000 16 21 23
$20,000 or more 20 I0 3].
Refusal/Don't Know 22 21 13
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F. Suamar of Review of Past Resesrch Findl s
The following are the principal conclusions from the review of past resesrch:
I. Measurement of sln_le events
s. dBA can be used as a standard noise descriptor for integrating
spectral differences of different sources in community noise studies.
I_. More laboratory research is needed on the effects of durations
(_r_ater than ? seconds.) on loudness, noisiness and annoyance judgements.
c. More laboratory research is needed on the effects of pure tone
components, especially at higher intensity levels, on loudness, noisiness and annoy-
ance responses.
d. More laboratory research is needed on the interaction of low fre-
quency vibrations and noise intensity on loudness, noisiness and annoyance responses.
e. More laboratory and field research is needed to determine the ef-
fects of impulse noise on annoyance responses.
f. More laboratory and field research is needed to study the intru-
siveness of a single noise exposure against different ambient noise leve|s and spe-
cific effects on loudness, noisiness and annoyance Judgements.
2. Measurement `of Multi le Events
a. More laboratory and field research is needed to establish the
relatlonshlps between annoyance responses and number and level of noise exposures of
dlfferent sources, per given time period.
b. More laboratory studies are needed of fluctuating rates of noise
exposures, intervals between events per given time period and aT_noysnce responses.
c. More field research is needed to determine the possibly different
effects of noise exposures during time of day (day.evening and night) on annoyance •
responses.
d. More longitudinal field studies are needed to determine the ef-
fects on annoyance of seasonal and other chanKes in noise exposure over longer time
periods.
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e. More laboratory and fleld reaesrch is needed to determine the
speclal relationships between different types of noise exposures and sleep disturb-
ance.
f. More field research and possibly laboratory studies are needed to
determine whether the location of a residence directly under a flight track or off
to the side, makes a difference in annoyance Judgements when the sound levels of both
residential areas are comparable. This information is urgently needed to Justify
the use of noise level contours.
3. Measurement of Human Response
a. Standard definitions are needed for annoyance, acceptability and
complaint behavior.
b. Standard methods of measurement are needed for determining feel-
ings of annovance, acceptability and complaint potential.
c. A standard list of the principal psycho-social variables which in-
fluence annoyance and complaint responses and their methods of measurement are re-
quired.
d. Field studies are interdlsciplinarv and require more precise
sampling and field measurements of both noise exposure variables and human responses.
Laboratory studies can develop the hypotheses of relationships between noise expos-
,_re and human response, but field studies provide the validation and measurement of
absolute numerical relationships. Laboratories can systematically test variables
while in real environments not all combinations of variables are available for study.
III. Research Plan
A. Research Objectives
" One of _he principal goals of noise regulatory agencies is to ascertain what
noJse exposures under different land use conditions are compatible with the health
and well being of exposed populations. Most of the recent pressures for noise abate-
ment and control have come from occupational and residential sources. This research
plan is designed to provide basic statistical infon_ation on the way residents inte-
grate time varying noise exposures and how their reactions vary with different
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residential noise conditions. By establishing a sratlsr$cally reliable data base on
these human response relationships, a more valld noise predictor can be developed
for regu!_tory and other purposes. Such a predictor is urgently needed to guide
noise regulators in determining where to establish residential noise exposure limits.
Previous cO_rdnity noise studies have failed to control adequately for c_bln-
stions of different time varying variables that occur in real_stic noise environ-
ments. Consequently, it has not been possible to establish valid statistical weights
for these time varvlng factors or to develop a single reliable noise descriptor to
integrate these different noise exposures. The plan of this proposed study is to
slm_ltaneous!v control for four primary acoustic variables: I) number and 2) level
of airCraft noise exposures and 3) ambient noise during 4) different time periods
of the d_y, evening and night. It should provide answers to the following questions:
I. How are different numbers and different levels of noise exposure inte-
grated by residents engaged in different activities? In most existing scaemes it is
assu_ned that an energy rule operates, i.e, a doubling of number of events or leve!
of noise is worth 3 dB. Recent laboratory studies suggest that this is an oversimp-
lification of how people react. Results of these limited studies suggest that dlf-
rerent rules apply when the number of exposures are few or many.
?. Are exposures during different rime periods o_ equa! importance or are
e\'ening and night events more annoying and, t?erefore, different weights shou]d be
_iven to each period, Those who believe in the equa! Importance hypothesis no_ use
an Leq noise index; others use a I0:I, 15:1 or 20:1 day-night penalty. (Ldn uses a
I0:I penalty). It should be emphasized that there is no firm data base for s_pport_:_g
any of these views. There is some evidence that there _s a day-night dlfferent_al
and that I0:I may be too high, but what the day-night weight should be needs this
emnir_cal research.
3. How does the fluctuatinR ambient noise resultln_ frmn road traffic an2
commercial and industrial and other noise sources influence perception _nd annoyance
v i
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with an Intruslve aircraft noise flyover? LLelted laboratory studies suggest contra-
dictory effe©ts.
4. What are the _(li_Lng effects of human attitudes and experiences on
annoyance responses under the controlled acoustic conditions?
B. Overall Research Plan
The research strategy is to find different communities in the vicinity of air-
ports where the noise conditions would be comparable during two of the three time
periods, day, evening and night, but different during one of the periods. Then, re-
sponses obtelned from samples of residents actuaUy living under these measured dif-
ferent environments could be compared end the day-evenlng and night tlme permltles
could be calculated. Likewise, by nmesuring the actual numbers and levels of noise
exposures during each time period, the best statlstlcal relatlonshlps could be ob-
talned between the acoustic and human response verlables. Presently used descrlpt-
ors such as Leq , Ldn, L_p, etc. could also be derived from the basic data and tested
against the human response variables.
With the cooperation of the Airport Operators Councll Internatlorml, about 50
of the major cozmmrclal airports were contacted (see Appendix A) and derailed infor-
matlon wds obtained on fllght operations, flight tracks and exposed populatlons.
From these basic reports a sample design was developed.
¢. Sample' Desi_ _
The sample areas _r111 be selected according to combinations of the four phys-
ical variables: 4 groups of numbers of aircraft operations by 3 time periods, by 4
peak noise levels, by 2 ambient noise levels.
1. Aircraft Op_ratlons Crlterla b_L_e "l_riod
From the detailed revi_ o£ preyS.onerese_rc.hreported tn the first section of
this report "and after consultation vlth a number of acoustic experts, the follc_ing
four _roupinga .were establlshed for aircraft operations by 3 time periods as-.shown
in Table 7.
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ER OF AIRCRAFTOPERATMS BY SELECTEDT!MEPERIOD
_r o _ o --e r e t io..a.
Tim Period (0) (-3 per hr.) (6-10 _r hr.) (15+ per hr.)
T1 12 hr.Day- (0700- 1859) 0 -36 72-120 180
T2 3 hr.Eve.(1900- 2159) 0 - 9 18-30 45
T3 - 9 hr.Night (2200- 0659) 0 -2__7 54-90 13_5
Daily Total 0 -72 144.240 360
30 days 0 -2160 4320-7200 10,800
365 days 0 -26,280 52,560-87,600 131,400
The groupingsof aircrafto_er_ti_s presentedinTable7 end thepeak levelsof
noiseexPoeurediscussedbelowareused only forinitialselection,ofs_le areas.
Ans!yses Of actual flight operations during the survey perlod and acoustic field
measur_snt_ wi11 be used to describe more accurately the actual noise exposures.
Four (4) outdoors peak aircraft noise levels were established as follows:
•- PZAKLzVZ_ OF,_ZS_E
LI L2 L3 L4
80 dBA 90 dBA I00 dBA II0+ dBA
By tracking different distances from the airport along approach and departure fligh_
paths, the approx!u_te peak noise levels can be estimated. The numbers actually
used in the analyses as previously stated, will be based on actual field measurements
and op_ratlons dita for the time of the fleld study,
Two (2) ambient uoi_e classifications ware established; low (BI) - Leq.55,
high (B2) - Leq 65+.
4. __PrOd i. o_ Sa_n,le.... Areas
In most airport areas, qommunltles can be found with the 4 peak aircraft and 2
ambient noise levels. But of the 64 possible combinations of the 4 classes of numbers
j 0
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ai:_porZa atudiQd. Thes@ [3 pzlmsry cells, however, w£1! enable the ecce_pllalmemZ of
the stated objectives of this study. The list of 13 groups is presented below:
Gro,,++K+_ T1 T2 T3 GroES_R TI T2 T3 Grou_ T1 T2 T3
1 N1 NI Nt 5 N2 N1 NO 9 N3 N3 N3
2 N1 N1 N2 6 N2 NI NI I0 N3 N3 N2
3 N1 NI NO 7 N2 N2 NO II N3 N3 NI
4 N1 N2 Nl 8 N2 N2 N1 12 N3 N2 NO
13 N3 N2 Nl
Group 1 has a low number of operations for all three time periods. Groups 2 and 3
also have low operations during the day end evening, but Group 2 has moderate opera-
tlons during the night and Group 3 has no operations at night. By varying conditions
for only one time period, analyses can be made of the human effects of night opera-
tlons.
The total sample based on these 13 primary groups will Includel04 distinct
acousticexposuresituations and about10,400residents.The calculationsfor
sample size are shown below:
13 primary groups (no. aircraft operatlons X TI-3)
X 4 peak aireraft noise levels
52 groups
X 2 background noise groups
104 different acoustic exposure areas
X I0__0repreaentatlveresidentsper group
10.400 totsl sample of residents
Sixteen airports, as shown in Table 8, have been selected to represent the 13
primary exposure groups. Within each airport exposure group, 8 separate ¢olmnunltles
will be selected, represe.t£ng the A peak noise and 2 background noise situations.
The slrports were selected so that there would be some geoKraphic balance and where-
ever possible, each airport would contain a number of different flight tracks repre-
sentlng more th_n one primary acoustic situation. Such a deslgn optimizes the
efficiency of field costs and operations.
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Thus, in San Francisco and Boston, 4 dif_ereat priory noise exposure Stoups
can be tested and in Los Angeles, Dalls8, St. Lou£S, Cleveland, Chicago, NoY., Himl
and Atlanta. at least 3 primary expooure groups cm_ be interviewed. At least three
different geographic airport areas are included £n e_ch primary exposure group when-
ever possibie to reduce any unique effects which my be characteristic of a partic-
ular area. Thus, for most of the 104 acoUStic exposure areas, only about 20-30 real-
dents would be randOmly selected from a _II cluster of adjacent blockS. The exact
number would be assigned after an actual listlng is made of dwelling units in each
cluster. Table 8 shows the 13 primary groups by airport areas. Table 9 groups the
airport areas by each of the 13 primary groups. By examining each vertical row in
Table 8, the distribution of primary acoustic conditions for each area can be seen
at _ glance.
TABLE 8
___i_OF AIRPORTS --
4 WEST
San FranCisco (Iii, ii2. _2i, 332)
Los Angeles (_iI, 221, 333)
Salt Lake (220)
Dall_s (III, II0, 221)
CENTRAL
St. Louis (III, 121, 221)
Cleveland (111, II0, 221)
LOblsvi!ie (121)
Chicago (221, 331, 332)
MilWaOke_ (Ii0_ 220)
a EAST
BOSton (III, II0, 211, 331)
'r_ - N.Y_ (221, 331, 332)
I_ - N,Y. (22i, 321)
Lga _ N.Y, (330)
3 SOUTH
Miaml (IIi, 331, 321)
Nashville (210)
Atlanta (333, 331, 332)
16
T_rATIW S_ OF^IRPO_TSY
NUMBEROF ^_C_Fr ANDT_ _RmD
- - LOS
lll San Francisco Dallas Boston Cleveland A_ele s
St. Louis Miami
112 San Francisco . .
110 Milwaukee Dallas Boston Cleveland
121 St. Louis Louisville
221 San Francisco Dallas
St. Louis Newark Chicago Cleveland Los
Jl;qK Angeles
220 Salt Lake City
Milwaukee
211 Boston
210 Nashville
333 Atlanta Los
Angeles
331 Miami Boston JFK
Atlanta Chicago
332 San Francisco Atlanta Chicago JFK
330 NY Lga
321 Newark Miami
5. Analysis Plan
The analysis will proceed in four stages:
a. First, prediction equations will be developed for combinations of num-
bers of aircraft operations by level of exposures for each time period separately.
As will be described in the discussion of the questionnaire, all residents will be
asked whether they are usually at home during each time period, and if at home, how
annoyed they are by slrcrsftand other types of noise. Thus, respondentscan be
divided into three groups: those at home during all three time periods; two or only
one time period. Multiple regression equations can be computed for each resident
group in the form:
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¥T1 " _1 + BX2
Yt2 " cx3
YT3 = EX5 # FX6
The beta weights and slopes of the different regressions can be =_npared to
establish any differences for tlm_ _rlods. The transfer function ._ecweenannoyance
and acceptability will be introduced so that acceptability levels cJm be calculated
for different combinations of aircraft operations. Each flyover will be tabulated
separately.
i.e. i @ I00 dBA
4 @ 90 dBA
6 @ 85 dBA
Different averages can also be computed and compared.
b. Multiple regression equ_tlons will be developed for all time per-
gods combined. This is the real environment situation where there are interactions
_f time exposures. A hypothetical equation would be of the form.,.:
Dav Evenlng Night
,, 2X1 + .5X2 + 3X3 + .75X4 + 10X_.+ 2Xb _ C
!f Xl, 3 and 5 are number of operations, then a co_npariso_of bet. weights for
i)a. '_ _nd Night (i0) suggest each night operation is equivalent 1o 5 day flights.
"fbu_._et[ensibletime of day penalties will be computed. Further analyses will Indi-
-_te the relative contributions of each time period to overall annoyance (h) aud
_=het',nera rule of diminishing returns can be used in a predictlve equa[ion.
Two types of dependent annoyance responses can be tested; the answers to a
sln£1e question (Q5 (3) and IIZ) and to a co_nbinatfonof activity annov.nce questions.
(Q.II, Appendix B2) The calculation of acceptabi!ity levels can be included to Indl-
cate di[ferent options to regulators.
Special regression and analyses of variance will be possible for eight sets of
acoustic situations where two time periods are comparable but one is different as
follows:
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Code Number flights per hr. T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 TI , T2 T3
3 15+ (1) 1 1 1 (4) _ 2 1 (8) 3 3 3
I I 2 2 2 0 3 3 1
2 6-10 1 1 0 3 3 2
(5) 2 1 1 3 3 0
1 -3 (2) 1 2 I 1 1 1
1 I I
0 o (6) 2 1 0(3) 1 2 1 ! 1 o
2 2 1
3 2 1 (7) 3 2 I
3 3 1
c. The effects of background noise can be introduced in the above
analyses.
d. The effects of human factors can be introduced in the above anal-
yses. This will lead to the development of the final prediction equation including
all the experimental factors both acoustical and human.
IV. The Community Questionnaire
A. Design of questionnaire
Two forms will be used to record standard information on the samples of resi-
dents:
FI L Interviewer Report Form (Appendix BI_ will be used to record sufficient
descriptive information about the household so that s random selection can be m_de
of the respondent. In addition, qualitative observations will be recorded by the
interviewer about the interview situation.
F2 - C0mmm_nity Questionnaire (Appendix B2),will be used to record perceptions,
attitudes, experiences and reactions of respondents to their residential environments.
B. Sponsorsh.ip s_nd Purposes of the stud__
Previous experlemce and methodological studies in the U.S., Sweden and else-
where 58/S_9/60/, have shown that when the respondent is told that a government regu-
latory agency is sponsoring the noise research, that responses are likely to be
biased in the direction of the respondents' general annoyance reaction. Those who
sre highly annoyed will tend to overstate their feelings in the hope that the
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regulator will be sufficiently impressed to reduce the noise exposure. Those who are
"slightly" annoyed or "not at all" annoyed will deny any negative reactions to empha-
size their feellngs, Since the purpose of research is to ascertain the objective
facts, as free from blasas possible, the purpose and sponsorship of the study must
be masked.
It is suggested, therefore, that the introduction printed on the questionnaire
(F2) be used. _v indicating that this is a general study about people's attitudes
about their llvin_ environments and that it is an impartial university project, the
obiectivity of rne answers will be enhanced. A more detailed discussion of these
important question,s will be presented in Section V - Instructions to Interviewers.
C. Overell Structu_uestlonnaire
The total intervlew should average well under an hour. The residents living
under the more intense noise situations will usually have much more to say than those
llvin_ tinder more distant and less noisy flight paths. The interview begins with 8
_enersl questions about the living enviro_,_ent. An overall rating is recorded of
their location as a place to llve. This is followed bv an "open" question about
, "-ood" No mention is made ofpositive _ qualities and negative, poor qualities.
xeneral noise, or aircraft and highway noise in particular. All answers will be spon-
taneous reports, and the salience of particular issues will be ascertained. Ques-
tion 5 is a Reneral "closed" question in which 13 environmental conditions are men-
tioned and the respondent indicates which apply to his loca]_tv. This type of "closed"
question is a backstop to possible personality and memory factors that so_netimes modify
'oped'questlons. It insures that each respondent has been given an equal opportunity
to comment on all 13 items. It also enables the construction of a scale of intensity
of overall negative feelings about th_ area. Question 6 provides another measure of
comparative dislikes, and Questions 7 and _ :)rovide the local behavioral patterns
about reactions to local dislikes.
Question 9 is the first direct inquiry about local noise and provides an overall
noise rating. Question I0 indicates the expectations about local noise before moving
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to the neighborhood and Question II provides detailed information about the noises
reported heard in the locality and their possible effects. A11 noises heard are
treated equally; no bias about any single source is emphasized.
Question 1_ queries about chan_es in annoyance in recent years and possible
adaptation. Questlons 13-18 ask about variations in noise perception and annoyance
during different time periods. These answers and those to Question II are the basis
for the detailed analyses previously descrlbed. Questions 19 and 20 deal with pos-
slbl_ health effects of all local noises and Questions 20-27 deal with complaint
behavior regarding aircraft noise, while Question 28 deals with possible feelings
of "misfeasance" toward those responsible for producing noise. Question 29 deals
with attitudes toward the importance of aviation and Questions 30-31 concern exper-
iences with flyln_ as a passenger and possible economic ties to the aviation indus-
try. The remaining 0uestions 32-37 deal with demographic variables. (_uestion38
records any possible pre-concelved notions about the survey due to word of mc.athor
othe, publlcitv.
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V. In,teryiew_r',_,.!nstructi_n_foT_
A. G_neral Info _rmation
I. Administrative details and materials used
a. Survey Numbe_--Thls is Survey 00!. Please refer to it by that
number iO filling out your forms and in any
correspondence.
b. Address €ortes ondence and te_ne calls to field_
is your field supervisor and our office phone
is:
c. TimeL lt_--Intervi_w!ng will begin on or about . A
completion date for each phase of the study will
be given to you. This deadline must be rigidly
adhered to because of special features in the study
design. It follows that al! assigrm_ents must be
completed as quickly as possible to avoid any last
minute complications. Call back at each assigned
address at least three times at different houz_ be-
fore contacting your supervisor for further in-
structions.
O
To accomplish these fixed time schedules, each
interviewer m_st complete about 3-4 interviews a
working day or about 10-15 per week. Your actual
working time shou!d total about 35 hour_ per week.
d.
(l) G_Irocedure: Each assignment w!ll consist of apProx-
imately 5-i0 interviews. Pairs of assignments will gener-
ally be given to each interviewer to increase the number of
"at home" possibilities for each d_y's effort.
(2) F!Kst assi rnlmnt: After you complete your first three-four
regular interviews, you must cal! your su__ervlsor an
_nrevlew of your interviews. This
will _ke certain that you are proceedlnK correctly and
avoid costly mistakes. At this time, individual arrangements
should be made to bring the remaining completed assignments
to the supervisor.
(3) Other assi:nments! After completion of each assigr_ment, you
will be given additional asslgm_ents.
e. _dentif_icati_ter) -- This letter states that you are
working on a Universlty research program and should
be used when necessary to Prove you are associated
with a bon_ fide research organization.
f. Interviewer report - CU Form F-1 -- This form will be used after
each interview to record your experiences. Your
answers are read very carefully and are used in Im"
proving our future research.
g. Time and expense reports -- This form must be completed and
accompany all completed questionnaires returned to
the office. It is the legal basis for audit con-
trol.
3. Background and Purpose of Stud__
I. _tudy ObJectlves
This is a community survey of how different people feel about living in different
areas. It attempts to record systematically the kinds of things people like and dis-
like about their residential environments and the kinds of individual and group ac-
tions _aken to improve undesirable situations.
Before doing a study in a particular area, the study director visits the local-
Itv and talks to key people about local problems. In this way, the questionnaire
can be geared to relevant and meaningful local problems. For Your Information Onl_ -
In your area, noise from civilian alrplanes and other sources are of particular inter-
est to us.
Obviously, this information about our special interests must not be volunteered
to a respondent. As you will see when you read the questionnaire, the early ques-
tions are very Benersl and are designed specifically to record the problems which
are most salient and important to the respondent. If he were informed in advance of
our special interests in airplane noises, this would probably influence his spontan-
eous responses and bias our analysis. During the latter parts of the interview, how-
ever, when many specific questions are asked about airplanes and other noises, the
respondent, himself, may inquire why we are so interested in airplanes and noise.
Then, only as a direct answer to a res_ondent's question, you may tell him "In some
areas, schools, roads or transportation are major problems and we ask detailed ques-
tlons about them. In this area, the study director found in preliminary interviews
that noise from airplanes and other sources are important, so he included questions
about them in this questionnaire."
2. Uses of Data Secured from Interviews
The respondent may ask what is the purpose of this study -- or wo will use these
answers? Local, state and federal government officlals, city planners, and private
social welfare or_anlzations have an urgent need for the kinds of information in-
cluded in this study. The results of this area study will be combined with compar-
able data fro_ other areas and published as an independent research report. With the
rapid growth of new suburban areas and the many changes in older residential co_xr_un-
ities, there is an urgent need for accurate factual information on how people react
to various neighborhood disturbances. We have every assurance that our findings will
prove useful to improving future nelghborhoo_: and community development.
3, Sponsorship of the Study.
If asked about the sponsorship, tell your respondent that this study iS part of
the regular University research program and is supported by a number of Funds. If
asked, you may assure the respondent that _t is _ sponsored by any local groups,
but is part of our n_tlonwlde research program on commnlty studies. In preparlns
the questionnaire, local governnmnt officials may have been Intervlewed and ex|_esaed
an Interst in the overall statistical results, but they are no___tsponsors or directors
of this study.
If asked, "Is this sponsored by the govermnent (FAA or the local airport author.
ity), answer "I really don't know, but don't think so. I've been told there are a
number of non-proflt groups supporting these studies." Be sure to record verbatim
any questions about purposes or sponsorship of the study, either in the margins of
the page you are working on or on the interviewer report.
v
4. Your approach
Most respondents are generally curious about the "purpose" of a study and will
usually ask about it some time or other during an interview. A simple approach which
has been thoroughly pretested on hundreds of similar surveys is printed on the first
page of the questionnaire and should be used as your introduction. You greet your
respondent. You explsln that you are working on s public opinion survey, you tell
him you want his ideas and opinions, and you go in,mediately into the first question.
The wording of the suggested introduction follows:
"Hello. l'm from the University research center. We are doing a study
about how people feel about living in different places, and I'd llke
to get some of your views."
Usually this brief statement is sufficient to stalt the interview. You do not
,_0ask him whether he wants to be interviewed, or whether he has the time to be inter-
viewed. You do not go into details about (our research organization) unless he is
curious or suspicious. Your aim is to forestall an_ hesitanc_ on his,_ art b ettin_
immediately to th_restin thln r- the questions -- and to avoid wasting
time in lengthy explanations. You will find that most of your respondents will answer
Q.I, start thinking about Q.2, and very often will go through _he entire interview
without once raising the question of whom you represent and why you want their answers.
In such cases, when you complete the interview, thank the respondent for his help and
make your farewell. We may want to talk to the respondent again, so try your very
utmost to lesveoon _ood term s.
If the respondent wants to know what the survey is about, what kind of questions
you have, say, '_ell, the first one is "How long have you lived around here at your
present address or within a few blocks of this address?" If he seeks further Infor-
mation, explain that, "This survey is designed to assist City Planners in their work
and is concerned with the ways in which different people in different con_aunlties
feel about various problems. The ways in which you and other people have actually
attempted to solve your local problems will assist in the planning of new commun,
Ities and improving ex_stlng ones."
If he asks for identification, produce your I.D. letter, but do not offer it
unless asked, because it may create additional questions, where none existed.
If he wants to know, r_hy pick me _''., tell hlm, '_he office assigns me to an area
and I follow a rule of calling on every second or third house in a block.' If he
says, "I'm not typical," answer, "We're interested in all kinds of people in order to
get a true cross section of all opinions. Yours is as important to us as anyone else's
and no one can substitute for your own views.
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If he says, "1 was interviewed by another community survey Kroup a few years
aKo, "express interest and an_er as follows: "I see, I heard something about that
study, but this r.esesrch program ts different, and we need your help if we are to
succeed." He mi_ght also mention that he heard the University has already been in
the ares - Just agree and add that the University is 81ways interested in continuing
such importsnt research to keep up with current attitudes and opinions.
C Locattn_ Your Respondent
Each sampllng area has been very carefully selected to represent specific
characteristics. Be sure, therefore, to Intervlew only in the assigned areas.
Other interviewers may be working in adjacent blocks so you must strictly adhere to
Four assignment. In case of doubt, consult your supervisor.
In selecting these very specific areas, we unfortunately found that only a llm-
ited number of homes fell within the boundaries of the 8tudy's requirements. Conse-
quently, we sometimes are required to complete an interview in almost all assigned
housing units. There are no available substitute houses. Naturally, we must expect
s few "Incompletes" due to persons being too ill, or not at home even after repeated
call backs, etc., but the importance of your all-out efforts in every contact can
not be emphasized too strongly.
I. _or the Interview
To prepare for the personal interview, you should do the followlng:
a. Familiarize yourself with these instructions.
b. Locate your assigned area (s) on a (street) map so you know how
to reach it.
c. Walk or ride around the assigned sides of the assigned block (s)
before you begin your contacts.
d. Note the number of the house on Side A you are to contact first.
2. Making your Visits
s. Introduction - The comments under Section B-4, "Your Approach",
fully cover this section.
b. Use of Block Assi_rm_ent List (CU-I in Appendix B3)
(I) Ass_s_ned Sides are listed as sides A-J. Most assignments
will have less than 4 assigned sides, or be limited to about
15-20 specific addresses on a given street. Remember to
within the as_s_ned sides or .specific addresses of yo_ur
(2) Procedure for Selection of Ho_es - Starting on Side A
(corner D) of your assignment, llst the house number, date
snd time on Form CU-I, and make your first contact at the
first assigned house. (lst, 2nd, 3rd, etc.) If you are suc-
cessful and complete the interview with an eligible respond-
ent, enter "C" in the result column and proceed to the next
house on side A,B,C,etc. in slphsbetlcal sequence. Other
types of outcomes of contacts are listed on Form CU-I. Con-
tinue to contact houses listed on your asslgrm_ent as instructed
until the reouJred number of interviews per pair of assign-
ments has been completed.
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3. Different t_ eg of sam:les
a. Predesignated Indlvtduals
The most precise sample is one in which the household or dwelling unit is ran-
domly selected and the adult within the unit is also randomly pre-deslgnated. If
time and funding permit, this type of sampling is preferred. To make this selection,
Form F-I should be used (Appendix B-l).
(I) The processing number is the sequential number entered by
the office on completed interviews as they are received by
the office.
(2) The "area number" is the first two digits of the assignment
number (CU-I).
(3) The "segment number" is the number to the right of the
hyphen, in the "assignment number" and should be entered
from your assignment sheet. You will e_ter the respondent
number sequentlally, 01, 02, etc., as you complete each
interview in an assigned se_nent.
(4) The address will be entered from the assignment sheet and
the name and phone number at the end of the interview (Q.39).
(5) The remaining entries on For_ F-I are self-explanatory.
b. Modified quota sample
Where time and financial constraints prevent the use of a "predesignated indi-
vidual" type sample, the "modified quota sample may be used. Other qtudles have
found that there is much more variance in individual responses between different co_0-
munities and neighborhoods than among residents within the same nelghborbood or house-
hold. Furthermore, the differences in noise annoyance responses between men and
women are usually not significantly different. Therefore, when the households are
randomly'selected as before, but any eligible adult within the household is inter-
viewed, there is probably little loss in the validity of information obtained.
There will be an additional requirement in this type of sampling. While there
is no fixed quota for men and women in each assignment, an effort should be made to
interview at least one man out of every four interviews. The purpose of this sug-
gestion is to provide enough male respondents to permit comparisons of answers from
men and women. Since numbers of asslgned homes will vary by asslgrsment, a suggested
number of male respondents will be entered under "special instructions.'
4. When to Interview
The most fruitful hours are from 9:00 AM until 3 or 4:00 PM, Saturday mornings
or Sunday afternoons. Between 6:00 PM and 9:00 PM appear to be the beat hours for *
reaching male respondents, as well as weekends.
Try to work at least flve-slx hours a day and complete at least three interviews
between 9:00 AM and 4:00 PM, and 6:00 PM and 9:00 PM. Other hours will usually be
unproductive and time wasting. Exceptions to this rule will be granted if they can
be properly Justified, but special permission must be obtained.
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If st any time you ftnd you are getting a series of '_ot at Homes", abandon that
aBsignment temporarily and go to your next assigrmmnt. If that also is unproductive,
start at a different hour. Neighborhoods differ in their habits. An area that con-
tains mostly single people or working couples wtll probably not produce many inter-
views as a result of daytime calls, whereas daytime calls to another area may almost
always flnd someone at home. If necessary, call your supervisor for suggestions on
another assigned ares.
D. _al Reminders
Please refer to the training manual you were given and review the notes you took
during the trslnlng sessions. The general rules of good interviewing are not re-
peated here, except as they are particularly relevant to the study.
I. Be Patient - Use onl_ Neutral Probes
The general interviewing instructions have pointed up the _enersl rule for all
interviewers to maintain an impartial, objective attitude while interviewing. You
should be especially conscious of this in the present survey, because the problems of
community disturbances are probably particularly important to the people we wlll
interview. Some of the respondents may be slow in answering questions because they
may not have thought through the problem. You may be tempted, therefore, to show
your approval of certain responses, or you may unintentionally use a biased probe to
elicit a certain response. Forget your own interests and attitudes toward the prob-
lem while in the process of interviewing and concentrate only on giving your respond-
ents the maximum opportunity for the free expression of their own opinions and ideas
within the limits set by the questionnaire.
2. Use a Clear, Lelible Handwrltin_
Unless we can read the answers, your hard work will be of little value. There-
fore, as soon as vou can, take the time to edit the completed questionnaire and to
clean up any had writing.
3. Ask all the _Q_tlons Includln_ the Relevant Sub-parts
In most instances, a series of related questions have been included on each dlf-
ferent psychological factor under study. If one or more parts of the series is accl-
dentally left blank, the entire battery of questions may be voided in the analysis.
To help select the appropriate sub-parts, a code of asterisks has been used.
For example: in Question 7, if the respondent answers '_ES", Code 1 is circled. Note
the asterisk next to Code i and in_nedlatelv below an explanation of the asterisk. It
says, "*If YES, ask "A-C". Therefore, whenever you circle a code that has one or
more asterisks next to It, look for the subpart inTnediately below with the same num-
ber of asterisks, and ask the subpart question as directed.
Below each pre-coded question is usually a cstegory, "Office Use". This code
is used whenever a question is accidentally left blank by an _nterviewer. You are
" never to circle this category, and we hope we never have to circle it either.
4. Record all Relevant Con_nents
Some of the questions are the free-answer type and require the recording of verb-
atim comments. This is extremely important because the exact language used is very
often a significant clue to the intensity of the respondent's feelings.
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Even more important are the extra-unsolicited co_snents which a respondent may
offer in connection with a pre-coded question - or as an after-thought, to a previous
question. The sub_ect of this study involves the cc_uplex emotions of fear, annoyance,
personal security, etc., and our experience indicates that the most revealing com-
ments are often made at the most unexpected moments of the interview.
BE ALERT TO ALL RELEVANT COMMENTS WHENEVER THEY ARE MADE AND RECORD THEM IN THE MARGINS
OF T}_ QUESTIONNAIRE OR ON THE BACK OF EACH PAGE° Remember, our only clues about the
respondent's feelings are the pre.coded answers and the comments which you actually
record on the questionnaire. When using the margins or back pages, code question num-
bers to which conmmnts were made.
5. _Dontt Knows"
We are asking the respondents to pln-polnt their attitudes and experiences. But
for many of them, the process of answering our questions will be the first opportunity
to think through the problem. Be patient and reassuring. If the respondent gets im-
patient or unsure of himself, interrupt your questioning and explain, 'There are no
right or wrong answers - we are interested in finding out Just how you feel about
these things ...... " Don't accept an "I don't know" answer immediately. It nmy be an
easy way out of not thinking about the question. Use such neutral probes as, 'Well,
nobody can be sure - but what do you think from what you've heard or read ...... " or
'Nobody really knows - but what do you believe (the situation) to be ......"
"Don't know" answers make the analysis of the questionnaire more difficul_, but some
"don't know" answers are bona fide answers. You will learn to Judge a real "don't
know" from a "lazy don't know". After making an extra effort to get the respondent
to answer the question, and he still does not know, accept it as such. In some cases,
the "don't know" is the real answer and reflects the lack of knowledge o7 crystaliza-
t!on of thought among a certain segment of the population.
6. ___voidtedious Re tition whenever _ossible_
In Question Ii, for example, the Frequency and Degree Scale s are used over and
over. To avoid unnecessary repetition which is usually tedious, the foll_,_ing approac_
is suggested:
s. In Question II, Part A, ask ss directed, "How often do you hear the
noise fro_ (ist noise heard) ......" The respondent, by this time may use the Fre-
quency Scale wire,out specific instruction. But, if necessary, prompt "please use the
Frequency Scale; Zero _sns not st all and "9" extremely often.
Vl. _tionnaire
A. Gener_l Structure of the _i_[_
One of the major problems involved in devising.a standard questionnaire is the
arrangement of questions in a natural sequence. Certain questions frequently stimu-
late a typical pattern of thought and unless the questionnaire i8 organlzed to corres-
pond with the natural flow of answers, interviewing problems are increased. In gen-
eral, thls questionnaire is divided into fou, sequences:
I. General questions about likes and dislikes and overall rating of ares.
2. Direct questions outlining a pattern of local behavior in response to
s major annoyance or dislike.
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3. General reaction to noise and _Rts behavior, includlng feellngs o£ inter-
_erences, annoyance and desires to do somethlng about their annoyance.
4. Background information on attitudes and characteristics of the respond-
ent.
B. Specific Questlo,ns
Identification Information - The processing number will be entered in the office.
Enter "the date and the time interview began" and at the end of the interview, the
"tln_e interview ended". The "Area Number", "Segment Number" and "Respondent Number"
" will be entered from your "Interviewer Report".
Also fill in the n_nne and _l __one number later from the answer to Question 39,
at the end of the interview. If you are unable to obtain the name of the respondent,
the description of the respondent should also be entered after the interview, usingI 1,
the answers on the Interview Report as the source. For example, enter Wife ,
"HtJsband", "Mother-ln-Law", etc. This information is extremel___rtant and will be
used to identify the respondent in case of a callback interview. Please make sure
to record 'rMr.", "Mrs.", "Miss", and the first as well as the last name of respondent°
Under "address" enter numbe.r of house or apartment as well as any peculiarities to
, , ,, f
help identify the respondent s locstlon, i.e., to rear o apartment house".
_L_STION I: This is an eaBy factual opener and helps define "around here" ss within
a few _,!ocks of his address.
_UE_TIC'N 2: The second question is also an "easy opener". It tle_ in very neatly
,,-it,_ _'o',:rexplanation of the purpose of the interview and helps to set the respondent
at ease _ight at the outset with a simple and familiar topic of discusslo.n. The q_e,'_,-
,ion hes an important objective, however, so be sure that the person hears all of
the Dre-ccded items fro_r,"very Boo<a" to "very poor" before glvi,_ his answer. We
want a measL're of the respoi,.dent's generalized feelings about the ares '_.z',_hich he
li_'es before it is possibly colored by the discussion of particulars.
_orn_ people start right in to discuss pal-titular thln_s nhat the_' !ike or dis-
_ike. el_her expanding on their general rating or without actually giving it. Thi_
is ,_erfectlv natural, and you should go right alo_,_ with the,_ - writing down their
_-esDonses verbatim. Before leaving the question, however, get their rating by reform',',-,
_lati_ the question as follows: '_fhat is fine, now, ,akin B everythin_ into consid-
eration, e.ow do vo-_ fee!, etc.'
:_......_CN .]: This question directs the respondent _owards things be may like about
_-e _rea Once positive aspects are ,,-e_orted,it is usually easier to enci_rage a
respondent (R_ to mention negative things about his area, whic._',we ask about in Qu,a.:
[.ion 4. Remember, if you need more roo_n for voluntary com_nents, _.'sethe m_rBins an_J
the back of the page and be sure to reference the question number.
Th_s question is directed toward the respondent's values in his residential en.-
vironment. Any aspect which he values, soclsl or physical, tangible or intangible, is
sn _opropriate resoonseo You will observe that the question has re.anyas_ect_ of it,
it asks for "thi_", "thing_ that you feel are advant_es" or "0_h_t m_ke
this a _iood olace to live". All of these phrases have been pretested very success-
full\' both as parts of separate questions and i_ corr,blnation. The combination for_ Is
employed here to _void duplication in response and to suggest the ._eneralit_ of our
interests. Probe for "Anything else?" as long as the respondent has anyth!ng ,:o
offer. Be sure to _robe for clesr Linte_ib!e at_d complete answers. The r.endency
to €lassify and generalize has often proven to be troublescae. When the respondent
says, "Oh, I sort of llke the envlromuent", for example, he hasn't really told you
much. You wlll have to ask, 'qm, hum, I see_ and what is it about the envlronment
that you like?" Similarly, a respondent _ay say, "It's very peaceful". We've found
in pretesting this may mean the absence of noise, or a comparative social isolation
such that one £s not often disturbed by callers or the telephone. It may also mean
the slow pace of activities, or the absence of disagreeable, bickering people in the
vicinity. There are many other specific meanings which the term could have for dif-
ferent p p * _ .... k...tdentZv for _d s\ecific ones. _hat about the so .
anofthing doyou.ave
. _ghat ar y
and so? ....... ,_-_- _ about it?"- etc. are examplesof neutral probes
mind?" "Can you te_t me a _L_= ....
that you can use.
Don't, on the other hand, pursue answerswhich are actuallyirrelevantto the
questions. Keep In mind thatwe are interestedIn learningabout thingswhich influ-
ence the respondent'ssatisfactionwith living where he does, conditionswhich con-
tributeto personalhappiness,but which have no particularconnectionwith his resi-
dence, since they would exist whereverhe resided - llke a "happymarriage" or 'by
wonderfulchildren",are not actuallyrelevant to the question. Record all such re-
spouses,probe for furtherfeelingsin terms of "livingaround here".
NOTE: You will find that a questionabout "thingsyou llke" will sometimes
prompt t---_erespondentspontaneouslyto tell you about somethinghe doesn't llke. Thls
is perfectlyall right. Don't cut him off. Probe for a clear pictureof what he has
In mind. When you resume your questioning,however,return to the particularquestion
sequenceyou were followingbefore he digressed. A suggestedtransitionalphrase
might be, "I see, now are there any other things you llke ......" "
_: This parallelsQuestion 3 but is concernedwith sourcesof dlssatlsfac-
tion.
Both Parts A and B must be asked of every respondent. You should practice reading
these questionsaloud until you can deliverthem smoothlyand naturally-- without
_ivlng undue stress to particularphrasesand understresslnBother parts of the ques-
tion. Ask Part A and record answers in appropriatespace. Then ask Part B, as a
standsr_probe, and keep recordingthe answersafter the "X" probe mark.
Keep in mind here, too, that not all factorswhich affect the life sarlsfactlon
of the respondent;an unhappymarriage, illnessuncomplicatedby climate,etc., are
connectedwith his residence,and such responsesshouldnot be pursuedst length.
Rather,you will have to shift the emphasis to things connectedwith "livingaround
here", as discussedearlier for Question 3.
It cannot be stressedtoo emphaticallythat you will have to be on your guard
againstvague and generalanswers to all parts of Question4. Beware of too easil_
acce_g one-word answer_,which all too often seem plausibleenough in the interview
situationbut are later found to be hopelesslyvague. In response to Question 4A, for .
example, the respondentmay say emphatlcally_"The neighbors"in a tone and manner
that suggeststhat he expectsyou to know exactlywhat he means. But what, in fact,
does he mean? Are they ovo_-frlendlyor not f_iendlyenough? Too old or too young?
Do they make too much noise or don't they llke people (like him) who make noise?
Probe -- "Uh, huh, now could you tell me, what is it about the neighbors (you don't
llke)?",etc.
Certainanswers seem clear enough on first hearln_, for example: "The heavy
trafficon this corner i---_pretty annoying". But again, the question is, what Is the
specificannoyance;what is it about the trafficthat is annoying? There are several
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poaslbilitles, any or all of whlch_my apply for s partlcular respondent. Among theme
are vibrations of the house, interference with hearing other desired sounds, the
danger Involved in crossing the street for the respondent hlmself or other members of
his household, and so on. Remember always probe yague answers such as: alrplanes,
_and nolse, i.e. what is dlsllked about the airplanes; what is dlsllked about
the n@IRa you hear.
CAUTION: While it has been stressed above that you must probe consclentlously for a
clear statement of the nature of the "dislike", "annoyance" or "disagreeable condition",
you must exercise reasonable caution to avoid going too far into details with respect
to questioning about various aspects of noise and alrcrsft matters st this stag_ of the
interview. Unfortunatelyt if the respondent goes into considerable detail in descrlb-
ing his feelings about aircraft operations in the vicinity of his residence, he fre-
quently becomes uneasy later on when this matter is taken up intensively in the battery
of direct and detailed "airplane" and "noise" questions. On this account, caution is
necessary in exploring these subjects in the early part of the interview. On the other
hand, one of the major purposes of these open questions is to permit the respondent
to volunteer his feelings freely and to describe them in the context of other envlr-
onmental circumstances which are sources of satisfaction or of dissatisfaction to him.
Therefore, when you feel the respondent has gotten hlsmost important feelings "off
his chest", proceed to Question 5.
QUESTION 5: This question establishes the relative importance of various dislikes.
Hand Card 1 and then Card 2 when you ask Part B. Read question carefully, so you are
certain it is understood.
Ask all items 1-13 in Part A and circle a '_ES" or '_O" code before proce-edlng to
Part B. For each "YES" (Code I) in Part A, ask Part B. Use the introduction "is it ..
..... does it have?" for Part A.
__UESTION 6: This is a key question, because it establishes the first and second most
disliked conditions in the respondent's area. Use the psren_l phrase (there
must be some) if R's answer to Question I was "Very good" and very few dislikes were
recorded in Questio'-_5. This may further reassure him that "criticism" is acceptable
and not an act of dlsloyslty.
The question is asked in "free answer" form, but the item should be recorded in
the pre-llsted items of Question 5; circle the item number in the appropriate space.
If the respondent balks st making __sheselection, say, "I know it isn't always easy to
make a choice and you know there's no right or wrong answer, so whlcb on__.eewould you
choose?" If he mentions two or three and refuses to make one selection, record ver-
batim answers. Otherwise, ask Part B after recording answer to Part A. If _ answers
"I dislike nothing at all", circle "0". If he mentions an item not listed on the
questionnaire, record it verbatim under Item 13.
Remember: Always probe vague answers such as: _, Da_rous and Noise;
i.e., '_Jhat is disliked about the slrplanes", '_ghat is disliked about the noise?"
_UESTION 7: This q_estio_ records base line behavioral patterns. It determines what
experiences _R has had with attempting to improve his living conditions. Under Parts
A and B, be sure to probe for explicit answers. Part D is asked if nothing was ever
attempted and is an effort to record _R's expectations, lt's an "ify" question and
if R is reluctant to speculate, reassure him". Just suppose you did ........
_STION 8: Thi_estlon is asked of evade. If R ever felt like moving from
the area (not the house), ask A in o.0.penform, but clrc_e'-a_ppropriste precoded cate-
gories. Probe for other than one possible reason. The word ever is used so that if
R ever felt l------_keit, even once or twice, the answer is '_ES".'-_ R never felt llke
m--oving,ask B as an "Ify" question to measure values of R that he would avoid. Note
the question is in negative form.
Par;t ,C iS #skid of EVER¥_. It _Ims to record Jay inhibiting factors that _ I
would prevent "fr_@'ehoice of residentlal location.
._,UESTION .9.: THIS__STI_ON IS ASKED .OF EVERYBODY. It aims at the respond_nt's over-
all assesgment of the noise level i-n?_S _e'_tiai enVironmer, t. If the respondent
qualifies his answer, "It's generally qUiet_ except _or those planes or trucks", re-
cord the comment and probe, "_ hot includ_ the different noises ..... etc.?"
Be sure tO__et an overall ratin_ in term8 Of the Degree Scale. This is also a trans-
question introducing for the first time the issue of noise.
_UESTiON I0: The awareness of the noise conditions and ___R'sexpectatiOnS before moving
to t_e present address are recorded here. If the noise is "more than expected", re-
cord _Xpllcltiy in What ways the expectations were different ......Use neutral_,
but try tO record whether it was, freguency of occurence, level of noise, times heard
or j(1_twhat was different.
U___jSTIONi ii: '[his question concerns the kinds Of noises heard in the residential
area _nd specific reactions to them.
The main question is asked in open f_shlon and s_ould be pr0b_d as an open ques-
tion, with "Anythin B else?" until the respondent says, "No, that's all." After
circling COde I for all noises, spontaneously mentloned, use specific probes for
those i[em_ not Siready mentioned (pre-llsted in dolumns_ and circle a Code 2 or 0
fOP each_ VIZ. _ if cars not SpontaneOUsly mentioned, use probe "Do you ever hear
noise fr_ "tars or trucks" g0in_ by?" If other noises not pre-llsted are mentioned,
iist t_em i_ the last column (others).
[f _nv noise pi-e-listed is not heard (Code 0 is circled', skip Parts A-AA for
that _0i_e. ASk PQrts A_AA 0nly if a Code i or 2 is circled in the maln question.
_aft A - T_i_ i_ the first direct _UestiOn on specific aspects of ail ._olses mentioned
_sb_e-_fig heard. It sh00id be probed in terms Of "taking evervthlng into considera-
tion", etc. Ask Part A for each noise heard (Codes 1 or 2) before asking subsequent
parts of Question ii. This questioti inquires about frequency of hearing the noise.
The definition Of "often" must be the respondent's o_n. k'hatever he considers "ex-
tremelv_ofteh ", suggest he use the Degree Scale if R needs reminding, etc. If he
says, 'SOi_etlm_s it's 'extremely' and other times it's only 'occasionally", record
the comment in the mar_in (nOting the type of nolse to which the comment applies) and
probe for a general rating. The referenc_ time period will be different in different
areas2 so the sOper_isor will _rOvlde it.
Part B concerns "usuai loUdne_s" ratings whe_ R hears the. no_e. Comments under
Part .Ralso apply to P_rt C.
Part C - concerns the _sical and tedhnic_l avoidabilitv of the noise. Is it physic-
allv------_osSlblefor the noise to be redoced?-----Ifthe noise _ource wa_ted to do so,
could he reduce the noise? This is the intent of _he _uestion, not whether soci_l
pressure cOUld force the noise source to r_duce the noise. If the respohd_nt says,
'It could be redticed, but they won't", circle I and record co_ur.ent.
Part D - is asked only if R feels it is possible t_ redi_ce [he noise. It concerns
the behavior Of those in a position to do so. or rather l_'s assessment of that be-
haviOr.
Part E-F -deals €iith possible fear ot apprehehsion responses. Part E asks if t_e R
is ever startled or frightened. If YES, we ask F", which records the intensity of
fear. Notice it i_ _Iso in terms of usual ihten_itv.
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Part G - questions the extent to which R is aware or conscious of almost every noise
occurrence. It attempts to distinguish those who only occasionally are conscious of
the noise from those who listen attentively to almost every occurrence.
Part H-S - These sub_estions and others in this question are the heart of the inter-
view. They record possible interferences and reactions to the noises heard. B_ecare-
fu---_toask all p_arts as _. If any parts are omitted whic h should be a_ked,
the entire ser-ies-_a -_e invalidated _=n_=ee ana---_irv-svsls._ '
Part T-Y - deal with various behavioral responses.
Part Z - is a summary question. After thlnkin_ and answering how R feels about
Parts A-Y, thls question asks for a summation of feelings of overall annoyance.
If the respondent qualifies his response, "Sometimes it bothers me extremely,
etc.", record verbatim and probe for general response. If the respondent indicates
that he has already mentioned some of the items on previous questions, indicate that,
"It is important to find out the extent of the disturbances ...... that is why we are
asking about them aRaln in this way."
Part AA - This question as_s for a comparison of the noi_e heard during the past
(period) to the same months last year or the year before. Here a_ain R has to take
the time to pinpoint the annoyance experienced this last period with his experiences
from the same noise during the past few years. If the _ was not in t_e same house
or area a year ago, circle the appropriate answer (Code 4).
Tr¢ to use a conversational tone and humor R when you finish Part AA of the
first no_se heard. Then go back to the second noise heard, etc ........
__UESTION 12A - Thls is a direct question on th_ relatiye annoyance of al! noises men-
tioned and which one bothers the most and the second most. It should 5e _robed in
terms of "takinR everything into consideration", etc ....... It is asked in o_en form,
but the answer category on the quex should be circled.
Part B _ records R's expectations about the future of noise abatement in his area.
_L_S°£1ONS 13-18: This group of questions is equally as important as Question II. It
asks about R's usual presence at home, at least half the time, durin_ different time
periods and whether different noises are bothersome and annoying during these time
periods at home. Please noO_ to avoid tedium, if any noises are _othersome, during
a given period. The next part is asked f_rst in o_en form and then, :f cars or
trucks and airplanes are not volunteered, they are probed. These two sources are
singled out since they are usually the most frequently mentlone_ noises and we want
to be sure R doesn't overlook them.
_UESTION 19: This question inquires in open form about any possible health effects.
If the answer is YES, ask "A" and "B". Probe for as specific answers as possible in
Part A. In Part B, probe for "cars or trucks" and "airpl_nes" if necessary. Ask
Part C for each noise mentioned in Part B.
Part D is a direct question about possible _ealth effects. Ask about each source
mentioned previously (19B). Ask Part 1 of all sources before asking about Part 2, etc.
QUESTIONS 20-21: THESE _UESTIONS ARE ASKED OF EVERYBODY. 0uestions ll-lq were asked
4 ' hea!___la__ness, he mayonly if noises were heard. Even though R may have _aid he _oesn t
see them and have answers to these questions.
__ Thij question isled i£ noise from air-l_anes i_s not heard b. R
(Question II). The answer is'needed to compu_ _ _y_Ic_l scale of pOssZb_ ?ear
r_ sponse s.
qUESTIONS 23-29' These questions are asked only if airplane noise is heard (Ques-
tiottII), _nd establish the pattern of behavior in response to reported aircraft noise
interfefence.
_: This question establiSheS knowledge of local authorities and organ_za-
tiO,s invdlved in a complaint process. If R asks, "Do you mean a civic association or
a government person?", answer, '_4hOmeVeryou'd call or go to if you wanted tO complain".
We are not interested in the exact telephone number or address, but in general Know-
ledge of the type of place, llke the polite, the FAA center, the airport, etc.
_UESTION...-._-_ 24:. Part A starts as an open question, but you shottldcontinue with the "For
example, did you ever feel llke 'dlscusslng it with a friend or neighbor?", and circle
Code i or 0 under A. Then repeat the probe for Items 2-7.
Part B - iS _sked after all of the items in Part A are probed. It is asked globally,
for all items, not separately for each Item, as Part A, If the resDondent savs "yes".
tO P_rt B_ ask h-q_to specify which items he, or members of the family, actually did
_nd circle Cod@ 1 for items don_, and 0 for items not actually done. Each item of
Part B must have a.Code I or 0 circled.
Part C is asked of all persons who answered "yes" to any Part i'item. !t measures
his feelings about the success of action.
Part.D iS asked if all answers to P_rt B were NO. It is a hypothetical question de- 1
si_ned to measure overall _ _or successful action. [_ R _avs, ':I_ever
felt iik_ doing anything", _nSwer, "Just suppose vou did, do you think... _..;';"
Qb'ESTION 25: This question determines R's awareness of org_:,izedefforts _o im_cow_ [
the situation. If the answer is, "I don'---[know of an','group', circle NO iCod<:O).
if },_previOuSly mentioned a group, use the phrase in Darentht<slsand ask th_ q_estlu_.
?art A is asked only if R knows of a group or or_anlzatiou. Notice that 8 Y_: to
Part A inclildes'%nv improvement at all".
_5TIONS 26-27"__These are also "ifV" questiOn%s,and R shoui4 be urged to ":us_ s',,p-
pose". Each item listed should be inserted in the question and asked separate]'..
T_ie first is "calling or writing an official", etc. If R askS, "What organiza[ion _o
you mean", answer, '_4ell,any group that might concern itself .withthis type of p:'oo-
lem." Be sure to circle an answer in each of th_ four columns. If R <_].dnt kno'_(_.
any group (NO in 0.-95),use the phrase in parenthesis ,was or_snized and thev).
QUESTION 28: TH!S QUESTION IS ASKED OF EVERYBODY.. Howeve_/r,omit (around here) if R_
answered NO to Question II, (not hear airplane noise). %sk about each _te_ in Pact A
before asking Part B for each YES to Part A, Part A refers to abilit\' an,! kno,,._-)',o_, -
to do something if they wanted to do so.
Part B - refers to whether R believes the_'are ¢ombining their best knowledge and de-
sires to do all thex, possibly can or not. It is __nota test of _R's knirwled_e of
soecific actions taken, but of R's general feelings about the extent actions are
being taken. Use the probe in parenthesis where necessary to reassure R. Avoid l_z_,
Don't Know's.
55.
IMPORTANT: For tabulating purposes on_, we find it necessary refuse a c_blnatlon
numbers for the degree scale. The R will be uelng the Degree Scale with
the numbers 9-0. Please circle the answer corresponding with the "___0_" number on the
questionnaire and clrcle the entire combination, i.e., if the R answers 8_, circle 81 .
If the R answers 4, circle 45. If the R answers O, circle 09.
QUESTION 29: This question attempts to focus on R's beliefs in the Importance of
commercial airlines. Reassure R that it is Just his belief, not a rlgh_ or wrong
answer that is important.
QUESTION 30: This question inquires about R as a passenger.
QUESTION 31: The question says th._eairport. Actually, if there is more than one and
if R mentions any airport in the United Stated, circle Code I.
Aircraft industry could include Government, Manufacturers, Airlines and any
service industry doing work for the aviation industry.
QUESTIONS 32-33: These questions cover differences in general noise sensitivity.
Emphasize the word "ever annoy when you hear them" in Quest£on 33 to indicate our
understanding that they may seldom actually hear them.
In Question 33, if the answer is "average", circle Code 3 for "ssn_e".
QUESTIONS 34-36: In most cases the respondent continues to answer these questions
without any hesitation. If he does hesitate or becomes suspicious, assure him the
Information is for statistical purposes only to help identify the kinds of people we
are talking to.
If necessary, we have also found it helpful to explain the purposes of these
"background" questions as follows: "You know a all of your answers are strictly con-
fidential. They are put on tabulating cards and combined with answers from many
other people. But to help in the analysis of answers, the office has to know some-
thing shout [he people we talk to - that's why we have these questions about your-
sel € ,,-
QUESTION 34: We are concerned only with years of formal schooling; usually eight
years of grammar school, four years of high school, and four years of college. Do
not count trade schools, correspondence or adult education courses. Circle the one
code that describes the number of years of formal schooling the person had.
QUESTION 36: Hand Card 4 to R and read the list of income cate_orles and have him
select the income group that reflects the entire family's earnings from all sources;
wages and salaries, self-employment income, interest and dividends, pensions, relief
checks, etc. If he objects that he doesn't know for sure, indicate that we only
want his best guess of the Inc_ne group for statistical purposes only. If he abso-
lutely refuses to make a selection, elrcle Code 9.
QUESTION 37: This question deals with possible medical problems and awareness of
some hearing loss. Just let R define sve_ himself. If the answer is YES, probe
for specific reasons of belief.
_UESTION 38: Since we are attempting to interview most neighbors and it will take
about a week or two to cover all persons in an assignment, it is important to learn
whether R knew about the Questionnaire before the interview. This is one important
reason to complete an assignment ss soon as possible to avoid neighbor's discussions
and R's prior knowledge of the question.
i!i
56.
_: Th£8 t8 the last but one of the key questions, Try your utmost to pt
the anst_rs and leave on frlendly terms. Make sure when yo_ get _R's name to get flrst
as well as last name (no tnltlals).
Good Rapport Is Euentlal
Be sure to thank the respondent end to leave promptly after you are through.
Interviewer's Counts: After completing Question 39, answer Questions 1,10 on Inter-
vlewer Report (F-I), as completely as possible. They will be most useful in interpret-
ing the recorded answers.
You are literally our eyes and ears and we are dependent on what you record on the
questlonneire for all analyses of the data. Be sure to enter the date and sign your
name st the end of the questionnaire.
GOOD LUCK'
CARD 1 - DISLIKES
I. Poor or inconvenient location
2. Inadequate ahopplng facilities
3. Aircraft noise
4. Inadequate schools
5. Traffic and other noise
6. Dangerous street traffic conditions
7. Dangerous airplane traffic conditions ..
_. Overcrowded, not enough privacy
9. Poor recreation facilities
I0. Poor neighbors - unfriendly
II. Unsafe to walk at night
" 12. Bad odors and air pollution
13. Lack ob Job opportunities
OPINION THERMOMETER '_"
.
4
2
1 NOT AT ALL
NOT AT ALL 0 R "
oR ZERO NONE
NEVER
CARD3 - LIS_OFAV_710MG_OUP_
1. The people who run the airlines
2. The airport officials
3. Other lo_al gover_ent offf.ctals
4. Other state goverrm_nt officials
5. Other federal government officials
6. The pilots
7. The designers and makers of airplanes
8. The community leaders
CARD 4 - INaDHE
I. Less than $6,000
.- 2. S6,000 but less than $8,000
3. $8,000 but less than $I0,000
4. $I0,000 but less than $15,000
5, $15,000 but less than $20,000
6. $20,000 but lesa than $25,000
7. $25,000 but less than $30,000
8. $30,000 and over
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AIRPORT O.PisRAi   o ttrAitONAL
February 2, 1979
TO: Selectedofficial Representatives
SUBJECT: Improvin_CumulativeNoise Measur?mentSystems
_Data Neede_Dy March I, i_->
Ladies and Gentlemen:
ProfessorPaul N. Borsky, of Columbia University,has been
contractedby NASA to improve the correlationbetween cumulative
noise measurementsystems and actualhuman responses. The NASA
contractwill require detailed informationregarding actual flight
tracks over populated areas near airports at differenttimes of the
day. Althoughmuch of ,thenecessaryinformationis currently in hand,
informationregardingflight tracks around your airports is urgently
needed so that over-flightareas can be identified.
The informationneeded has been sought through the the FAA already.
While they are willing to collect it, governmentregulationswould hold
approval of a survey form for 6-9 months. By checkingwith your %ower
chief, you may be able to develop some "best judgments"as to the required
informationmuch sooner.
Please fill out the attachedquestionnaireand return it to the
address shown on the questionnairenot later than March I, 1979.
ProfessorBorsky has assured us that_he--_utT_o_[e-_urv-_-and the
study's preliminaryconclusionswill be made availableto us as soon
as they are in. Therefore, your earliest assistancein this matter is
needed so that we can expedite those results.
Thank you for your cooperationin this matter.
J._onald Reilly
ExeckutiveVice President
/etl
Attachments
FEB 5 '79
International Headquart_'s: 1700 K Strlqlt,No_'thwest,Washingto_D.C. 20(_06 Phone: (202) 296.3270 Cable: AOCIHQ
Pro. paul N. BorSky, Director _ ]
Columbia university -
Noise l_sear.ch Unit
367 Franklin Avenue
Franklin square, NY 11010
SURVEY OF AIRPORT FLIGHT TRACKS
(Summer, 1978)
Absolute detail and accuracy in your responses is not required.
Plea_e provide your best informed judgment regarding the following
quest _ons •
1. On a local map which shows the different runways and populatiot, centers
within a radlus of about i0 miles of your commercial airport(s), please
draw the approximate different approach and departure flight paths.
Label each different flight path related to each runway as the runway
headi.r,.g and subscripts 1, 2, 3, etc.
2. On the flight path summary table below, please indicate the approximate
percent of Summer, 1978, operations that would apply to each flight path.
(Extra space _s provided on the back, if necessary.)
. !
_ght paths
..
------- 100%
i00_
Airport: .....
By: _ - ..........
Date : _ . - -_-- - "
_L
API_IDYXB1

O .M,=,.
Kxpires F-I
Area #
INTERVIEWER REPORT
Processin R #
Segment #
Respondent
Uousehold Name
_espondent Nsme
P'qou__ {F If On Post, kank (_f possible)
Street Address
C_I L'I=" ZiD (City) Cote
c :_tv County Code ._
State State Code
l)escription and/or Location of Hit:
CONTACT RECORD
_ontact ;_ste 'rime Result Notes l_t :
tten,pt i.DI#
! AM I 2 3 4"5 6 7 8 9 0
PM
2 AM I ? 345678 _
PM
3 AM I ? 34567 _ 9
.PM
PM _ .....
% AM
PM I ? 3456789
...-._!:-',,s_i.t Interviewer ..oT_nen.ts
_<espor_dent nn_ a_ home
U': v_cant or :_o .!welllr.i" 3
",o eli_'.i_-_ler spondent
/.,ppointmentmade (specify)
,_',._s v r.._ appointment 6
I!l - no appoinc¢_ent
App,_i n tn.e-_, -ancelled
Compl_r ed '_
F,efu_a! :sne_ _.f)'_ ---
Hello, My Name is . l'm from the University
Research Center. We are doing a study about how people feel about living in
dlfferent places and I'd llke to get some of your views about living around
here.
a. Ask: "How many people 18 years or older llve here at the present tlme?"._
b. If there is more than one such person, say: "Starting w_th the head of
the house, please tell me the sex and age of each such person and their
relation to the head."
Relation to Head Sex A_ Adult No. Check
Head
Ih_ERI'IE_R: Assign the number I to the youngest adult, 2 to the next youngest
adult, and so on, until each adult in the household has been
assigned m number.
# eligible in HH
• I
If the number Of adultB _n the household is: _
3 4 _ 6
_RF. ! 2 __No. _¢,t: " '_°" "
1 1 1 2 2 3 3
? I 2 3. 3 3 5
3 I 2 3 4 5 6
4 _ I 1 I 2 2
5 1 ! 1 1 I I
.6 I 2 3 4 5 5
- 1 2 2 3 4 t4-"
9 1 I 2 2 3 3
]0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Ii i 2 2 3 4 4
I_ 1 I I I I I
_I:NTERVIEWERREPORT
ON INTERVIEW S_TUATION
la. Was the respondent suspicious of the stated purpose of the interview
or the interviewer?
1Yes ......,.......-.,
2NO .,.,,.,-.°,-*.'''°
(rf Y£s)
5. Explaln:
was there an7 reason to believe that the respondent'shearingwas not
as good as averagehearing?
1Yes .................
2NO ,,°.°.°°*°.°''°'''
--_'Es)
4, Explain:
?leas_- use the word-pair technique to give the followin_ ratings on the
!-ssis of your observation of the respondent. Circle.one answer code for
_acil row.)
_. Respondent in interview situation:
Relaxed ............, _ 3 4 5 6 ................... Tense
Friendly ........... 1 2 3 4 5 6 ................. Hostile
S_!ent ............. 1 _ 3 4 5 6 ............... Talkative
Frank .............. 1 _ 3 a 5 6 ............... Defensive
Helpful ............ 1 o 3 A 5 6 ........... Jncooperative
l_lerested .........• 1 3 A 5 6 ........... ?isinterested
Hottest .............. I 3 4 5 6 ............... Dishonest
(ifYs)
3d. Duringtheinterviewcouldyouhear... b. Didit interfere_Iththeinterview?
Yeg NO Yes No
a. Cdrs or truck_ going by ... 1 2 1 2
b, MotOrcycleS ............... 1 2 1 2
i 2 I 2c. Airpianes .................
d, People ................. ,,, 1 2 1 2
e. Other (Specify) ........... i 2 1 2 _
(If YES)
¢. Did you notlce anythin_ in the area d. What did you notice?
that would cause especially loud
boise levels?
Yen ....... _.... ........... I ....
No ........... ............. 2
G.01e..cOo' White...........,:lBlack ,i....i,..[ .. ,... 2
spanish A_erican [[[. ,.... 3
American Indian ......... 4
other (Specif_) . _..... 6
5. Cirtle sex of respondent. Male ......................... I
Female ..................... 2
6a. Type o_ structure: A one family h_use detached from any other house.. I
A mobile h_ .............................. _.. 2
buiiding _ 3 Or 4 _amiiieA 9 .;;, .._........ . 4
A buiiding _ot 5 to 9 £_mtlies .... . .., ....... 5
A building for I0 or more families ............_6
A _O_ing hou_ _._.....1.._..'_. .. ....... 7
Other (DESCriBE) ....... 8
b. How manv stories (floors) are in this building?
1 to 3 stories ..................... 1
4 to 5 stories ..................... 2
6 or mor_ stories ................... 3
7. Outside construction: Frame only .................. I
Fra_ne wlth some brick ....... 2
All brick ................... 3
Other (Specify) .............
8 Inside walls: Block ...................... I
" " 2
. Plzster ..................... .3
Other (Specify) .............
9. interviewer's slgnsture and ID#:
10. Date of interview:

APPENDIX B2

, F-2 ii_:
Col_ :_ University
Sch_._l of _hll¢ Health
O.M.B. #
Expires
COMMUN ITY__UE ST IONNAIRE
Date
Processing No.2'
Time Interview!e_.a7
Time Interview !n_e:
Area No.
SeEment No,
?,espondent No.
Description of Respondent NAME:
Address
Telephone No.
Hello. I'm from the Universityresearchcenter.
We are doing a study about how people feel about living in differen: _la.gs and _ c_
llke to get some of your views.
I. The first question is: How long have you lived around here, _: vc..r _re_ent
_ddress or within s few blocks of this address?
l
'Lessthan I year ................2
1 year to unde_ " years ......... 5
2 years under - years .........
4 years - under \.ears .........
7 years - under 10 years ........ 6
I0 years - under 20 years ........ 7
20 years or tore ................. 8
Always livedhere ................ X
Don't know ................... "''" YJ _ ,Office .....................
. 2o In Keneral,how do you rate (name of area) as a place to live. "boyou rate it .s
a Very good, Good, Fair, Poor or Very poor place to live?
I
Very good ........................
"2
Good ............................. 3
. . . . _
Fair ..................... 6,
Poor ............................. 5
. . . o ° , • • . o
Very poor ............. X
[3on't know ......................
Of f i,::_ ........................ "'" Y
3. What are s_ of the thlngo you llke abou_ living around here? Things the,* you
• feel are _, or that make thi_ _ _ pla¢_ to llve? (Anythin_ else:)
CA. N_, very few pl_ces ar_ entirely perfect. So l'd llke you to tell me sc_ne of
the things you don't like _bout living around here - things that you may feel
..... or are bo_therso1_ or _ to you?
_re _,,. .- irrltat£on2__,
B Nave we overlooked ._ny_;h!gg that _Y recently have annoyed or irritated you, or
£nterfe'_¢d with your_......everyday living - even little things that you just t_ke..._.-f°r• " " -_ "A" aND
glT_nted bec.mtlaenoth{[r_grough ¢_n be done about them? _ TS)_''A''.-*-_
II I!
5A. Now here is a llst of things some people dislike about where they llve. (l_and
Card I to Respondent). For each item, please tell me whether it is something
you feel about this ares. First, do you feel this area has a poor or inconvenient
location? (Is it ........ does it have?)
ASK ALL ITEMS IN "A'_BEFORE ASKING '_B" FOR EACH "YES" IN "A"
B. (Hand opinion thermometer card 2 to Respondent). Here is a card wl=h an "opinion
thermometer" which we will use in several questions to show how you feel about
certain things. For example, on the left is a Frequency Scale to show "how often
you may have an experience, On the right side is a _j_re,e9,Scsle, to mhow "how
much" you feel about certain things. If you p_ck number , it means "extreme l_"
or the very most; zero, of course, means the "least". Any number in between would
show Just where your feelings might be if more tha----nzero, but less than "9".
Now, thlnkinR of this place having (item disliked), how much does this bother or
annoy you? Remember that "extremely" would be "9", "not at all" would be "zero".
(Re_d each item circled "YES", and circle code).
A. Dislikes B. How Much:
Don 't Don '_-
Yes No Know Kn___ O_fflce
N°neExtreme
1 0 X Y
!. Poor or inconvenient location, i 0 X 9 8 7 6 5 .4
2. Inadequate shopping
facilities ..................... 1 0 X 9 8 7 6 5 _ 3 2 1 0 X Y
1 0 X 9 8 7 6 5 ,4 3 _ 1 0 X Y
3. Aircraft noise ...............
1 0 X Y
a. Inadequate schools ........... 1 0 X 9 8 7 6 5 4
1 0 X 9 8 7 6 5 _ _ I 0 X YTraffic and other noise ......
Dangerous street traffic con-
' I 0 X 9 8 7 6 5 - _ _ i 0 X Y
ditlons ......................
7 Dangerous airplane traffic _ _ 1 0 X Y
• _ i 0 X 9 8 7 A 5
conditions ...................
Overcrowded not enough
- " ' I 0 X 9 8 7 6 5 g 3 2 1 X Y
orivacy ......................
9. Poor recreation facilities ... 1 0 X 9 8 7 6 5 - 3 _ 1 0 X Y
I0. Poor neighbors - unfriendly .. 1 0 X 9 8 ? 6 5 A 3 _o I _ X Y
ii. Unsafe to walk at night ...... 1 0 X 9 8 7 6 _ a 3 2 I 0 X Y
12. Bad odors and air pollution .. i 0 X 9 8 7 + 5 _ 3 3 1 0 X Y
13. Lack of Job opportunities .... I 0 X 9 8 7 6 5 a 3 2 1 0 X Y
r" 4.
6A. Now, of all the things you dlsllke or consider inadequate around here (there must
be some), which one thin, would you most llke to improve?
B. And which is the second thing you would most llke to ilnprove?
Circle item mentioned below A. First B, Secgndd
Nothing ................ O 0
1 I
I. Poor or inconvenient location ................ 1 I
2. inadequate shopping fa_illtles ............... I 1
3. Aircraft noise ................................ I l
_ Inadequate schools ............. .............. 1 I
_. T_afflc and other noise ...................... 1 I
_. D_n_erous street traffic conditions ..........
7. Dangerous airplane traffic conditions ........ I I
8, OVercrowded, not enough privacy .............. I I
q, Poor recreation facilities ................... 1 I
10. Poor neighbors unfriendly .................. i i
II. Unsafe to walk at night ...................... 1 1
12. Bad odors and air pollution .................. I i
13. Lack of _ob opportunities .................... 1 I
7. H_ve you or your family ever tried to do anything to improve any of the conditions
In thi_ neighborhood? Yes ................. l*
No ................... 0"*
Don't know .......... X "
Office .............. Y
A, Which conditions have you tried to improve?
E, what did you do?
L. Did it do any good'?
l*Yes .................
No .................. 0"*
Don°t know ........... ×
Office .............. Y
p
**If NO___ask "D"
D. If you or your family tried to do so_ethlng, do vou think it _ould _o any
_ood?
1Yes .................
NO ,_o*°.o., .oo'''_°"
Don't know .......... X
Office ..............
° 5
_. Have you ever felt like moving away from thia community or neighborhood?
Yes ................. 1"
No .................. O_
Office .............. Y
*If YES, ask "A" and "C"
A _What are some of the reasons you felt llke moving? (Any others?) (Circle each
ite_ mentioned below)
**_9, ask "B" and ','C"
B. Let's suppose you did feel like moving, which disadvantages would you try to
avoid in a new neighborhood? (Circle each item mentioned below)
REASONS FOR MOVING OR DISADVANTAGES TO BE AVOIDED
Yes
I. Poor or inconvenient location ........................... I
2. Inadequate shopping facilities .......................... i
I3. Aircraft noise ..........................................
1Inadequate schools ....................................
I5 Traffic and other noise ...............................
6 Dangerous street traffic conditions .................... 1
7 Dangerous airplane traffic conditions .................. 1
8 Overcrowded, not enough privacy ....................... 1
Q Poor recreation facilitlea ............................. I
I0 Poor neighbors - unfriendly ............................ 1
1II Unsafe to walk at night ................................
I12 Bad odors and air pollution .............................
13 Lack of job opportunities ............................... I
C. Are there any reasons why you would be unable to move out of this neighborhood
if you wanted to? What reasons?
9. In general, how noisy would you rate _:J_Isneighborhood? Please use tl ._."nlon
thermometer and remember "9" means "extremely noisy" and zero means "r_-_ _._uiet".
Extremely noisy ......... 9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0Very quiet ...............
Don' t know ............... X
Office .................. Y
i0. Are the noises around here about what you expected before moving here or are they
less, or are they more than you expected?
ILess .....................
AS expected .............. 2
3*More ....... ,.............
Always lived here ........ 0
Don't know ............... X
Office ................... Y
*If MORELask "A"
A. In what way is it more than you expected?
7.
11. And whac are some of the dleferent kinds of noises you soglti_es hear around here?
(Any others?) Circle Code I for each of the noises listed below which is
mentioned spontaneously. Then prompt for any of these noises not mentioned, by
asking, "Do you ever hear noise from .......... ?-
Motor -
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Others
trucks or "hot Air- bors or or _--
_r°ds?" _ _C_ildren? Csts_. _
Yes (mentioned spontaneously) I* I* I* I* I* I*
Yes (prompted) .............. 2* 2* 2* 2" 2* 2*
No, never hear 0 0 0 0 0 0Office ..............
...................... y Y y y Y y
*IflfNoY-ESto(COdesllItems=`0r 2) sklp,t°anYto_ire_. _ for each item before going to Partj___"B".
A. How often did you hear the noise from (source of noise) during the past (timeperiod). (Please use thermometer)
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Others.
trucks or '_ot Air- bors or or
[Ods 7" l_nes? Children? Cats?
Extremely ---- -
................... 9 9 9 9 9 9
8 8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 32 2 2 "_ 2 2
Not at all I 1 i 1 1 I
Don't know .................. 0 0 0 0 0 0
.................. X X X
Office X X X
............... ....... Y y y y y y
B. Andthermometer)hOwloud would you say this noise is usually, when you hear it? (Use
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Others
trucks or '%or Air- bors or or
rods?j' _ Children? Cat ?
Extremely ................... 9 9 9 9 9 9
8 8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2 2
1 i I I l iNot st all ................. 0 0 0
Don't know " O 0 0
Office .................. X X X X X X
...................... y y y y y y
8.
IIC. Would you say it was at all possible for anyone to reduce this noise, or not?
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- ,_o_s -_L Jt,ers
trucks or !'hot Air- bors or or ___
rods!,? _ Ch!!dgen_? Cats?.......
Yes, could be reduced ...... i* I* I* I* I* l*
No, couldn _t be ........... 0 0 O 0 0 0X X X X X X
DonIt know ................ Y y y y y Y
off_€_ ....................
*...... "C" ask "D"If yE_ t_ a_
_). Would you say everything possible is _ being done to reduce this noise?
Please use the Degree Scale. Remember, a_)9" means that the "Most" is being
done and a "0" means that practically nothing is being done.
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Others
trucks or "hot Air- bors or or ..........
reds"._ ? _? Children?. Cat_s? _-
o 9 9 9 Q 9
Host ............ 8 8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 6 b
5 5 5 5 5 5
a 4 4 _ a 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 _ 2 2
I I I I I 1
Not at all ... 0 0 0 0 0 0
Don't know ................ X X X X X X
Y Y Y Y Y Y
Office ....................
II. E. Does the noise from (item) ever startle or frighten you?
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Others
trucks or 'Rot Air- bors or or
rods?" _lanes? Children? Cats?
Yes ........................ I* I* I* I* I* l*
No ......................... 0 0 0 0 0 0
Office ..................... Y Y Y Y Y
*If YES: ask F" If NO: skip to "G"
IIF. How much does it startle or frighten you? (Use Degree Scale)
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Others
trucks or "hot Air- bors or or
rods?" planes? Children? Cats? .__
9 9 9 9 9 9Extremely ...................
8 8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 ?
6 6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2 2
1 I 1 1 i 1
Not at all .................. 0 0 0 0 0 0
Don't know .................. X X X X X X
Office ...................... Y Y Y Y Y Y
G. Almost every time you hear the noise do you pay attention to ir until £t passes, or
do you usually ignore it and hardly even hear it?
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs O_._thers
trucks or "hot Air- bors or or ____
rods?' planes? Children? Cats? __
Pay attention ............... 1 1 l 1 1 I
Ignore ...................... 0 0 0 0 0 0
Don't know ................... X X X X X X
Y Y Y Y y YOffice ......................
t_e_ai_6tTv_ M_tor-
cars or cyel_s Neigh- Do_ Other_
truek_ or '_hO_ Air- borg or or
Yes ...................,,_1.. _I_ 0i_ Oi_ 0i_ 01" 01"
NO _ ......... ; .............. ' u Y Y Y
•" : 'i
I£ YES;_..,._ .k.:,:,_!'i
iI_H6_ b_8 or _nno_i_ d{d tlii_ mak_ }t6(i£_i "_ (_s_ _ree Sc_l_)
MOt6_-
C_r_ or cyci_ Neigh- Dogs _j_iera
trt,ck_ Or i'_ot _iir_ 5ors OV or __
9 9 9 9 9 9
ERtte_@ly............ 8 8 8 8 8 8
7 ? 7 7 7 7
5 _ _ 5 5 5
3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 '2 2 2
N_it _t _iI ;................. 0 0 0 o 0 o
DOH't kn_ .................. X X X X X X
O_f{_ ;_., .................. Y Y Y Y Y Y
J. DiirJ_ _h_ _t (period), did th_ n01se fr0m (s_urce) make it diffitult to _onc_n-
irate, off wh_t Oou were doing?
MOtdr-
c_rs or cycl_ N_igh- Dogs OtHers
trdckS or °lJbt: Air- bor_ or or
I* l* i* I* i* i*
Yes _ .............. 0 0 0 0 0 0
NO .......................... X x
x x X XOffiCe ......................
*If YES-_ask ,K"
K- }_d how b0_her_d or annoyed did thi_ _k_ vdh feei? (us_ Degree scale)
Motor -
Cars or cycles Nei_h_ DOg_ Others
trucks or "hOt Air- be£s or Or --
rOd_Y? - pl_nes? Children? C_ts? __ .
9 9 9 9 9 9
, , , , ° • • •., •
ExtremeIv ........ 8 8 _ 8 8 8
,7 7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 _ _ 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
2 _ 2 2 2
1 i _ I I 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
Not st all .................. X X
DOn 't know .................. X X X X
y Y Y Y Y YOffice ......................
_-_i_'<_,_'_: _4_'_*;_ "_._ _*,_¸_*_*_*_,_'_'_,_._'_'_ .......... _ :. .......__.,.,_,_.. .......,_...........,_,_._r,.........., .............................
11.
11 L. During the l_st (period), did the uoise from (source) disturb your s]step? _
Motor -
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Othher_.as
trucks or "hot Air- bore or or
rods?" planes? Children? Cats?
Yes ........................ 1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 1"
No ......................... 0 0 0 0 0 0
Office ..................... Y Y Y Y Y Y
*If YES, ask '_"
M. And how bothered or annoyed did this make you feel? (Use Degree Scale)
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Others
trucks or "hot Air- bors Or or
__ rods"? planes? Children? Cats?
9 9 9 9 9 9Extremely ..................
8 8 8. 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4 & 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 I
0 0 0 0 0 0Not st all .................
X X X X X XDon't know .................
Y Y Y Y Y YOffice .....................
N. During the past (period), dld the noise from (source) make your house rattle or
shake? Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Others
trucks or "hot Air- bors or or
rods"? planes? Children? Cats?
I* I* I* 1" I* i*Yes ........................
No ......................... 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 fflce ..................... Y Y Y Y Y Y
*If YES, ask '_"
0'. And how bothered or annoyed did this make you feel? (Use Degree Scale)
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Others
trucks or "hot Air- bors or or ____
rods"? planes? Children? Cats?
Extremely .................. 9 9 9 9 9 9
8 8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
2 o 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
Not a_ all ................. 0 0 0 0 0 0
Don't know ................. X X X X X X
Y Y Y Y Y YOffice .....................
11. P. Durlng the past (par1_d), did the noise frOm (eource) interfere w_th your fast or i<!{_
relsxatton? Motor-
Cers or cycl,s Neigh- Dog_ Other8
trucks or "hot Air- bors or or . __ __
rods"? _ Children? Cats? ....
1" l* 1* 1" 1" 1"
Yes .................. 0 0 0 0 0 0
No ............................. y y y y _2 Y .Office .......................
*_ (Use Degree Scenic)
Q. And how bothered or annoyed did this make you feel?
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dog_ C:_'_J_r_s
trucks or "hot Air, bors or or
o_9__b _ rods"? _ Children? Cats?
9 9 9 9 9 9R . . # • 4 • • # o#
Extremely ......... 8 8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7
0 6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2 2
I 1 1 I I 1
Not at all .................... 0 0 0 0 0 O
Don' t know ................... X X X X X X
Y Y Y Y Y YOffide .......................
R, During the past (period), did the noise from (soorce), interfere with ordinary
conve rsa t t6ti? Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Others
trucks or '_ot Air- bors or or
rods"? _ Children? Cats? ._
I* I* I* I* I* i*o . e • • • 0
Yes ................... 0 0 0 0 0 0
No ........................... Y y y y y YOffice .......................
l_._fYES. ask I'S"
S. And how bothered or annoyed did this make you feel? (Use Degree Scale)
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Other
trucks or '_Ot Air- bors or or
rods'i_ ? _lanes? Children? Cats? __
Extremely .................... 9 9 9 9 9 98 8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 5 _ 5
4 4 4 4 _ 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2 2
1 I 1 I I I
Not at all .................. 0 0 0 0 0 0
Don' t know ........... i....... X X X X X X
Y Y Y Y Y YOffice .......................
D6 •
11 T. During tim past (period), did the noix from (sours), make you kaep ymtr windows _
shut during the day? Motor-
Cars or eye 1el Heigh- Doge 0 th.er_s
trucks or '_ot. Air- bors or or ___
rods"? _ Children? Cats?
I* I* I* I* I* l*
_Jes ..........................
No ............................ 0 0 0 0 0 0
Office ....................... ¥ Y Y Y Y ¥
*If YES_ ask "U"
- U. And how bothered or annoyed did this make you feel? (Use Degree Scale)
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Other._o
trucks or "hot Air- bors or or _
rods"? p_anes7 Children? Cats?
9 9 9 9 9 9
E×_remely .................... 8 8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 I I
Not at all ................... 0 0 0 0 0 0
Don't know ................... X X X X X X
O ffice ....................... Y Y Y Y Y Y
V. During the past (period), did the noise from (source) make you keep your windows
shut at night? Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Ot__hers
trucks or '_ot Air- bors or or _--
rods"? planes? Children? Cats?
1" 1" 1" 1" 1" 1"
Yes e,#.o#. .ooeeo'-°''##_j°je"
No ........................... 0 0 0 0 0 0
Office ....................... Y Y Y Y Y Y
*If YES, ask '_"
_-. And how bothered or annoyed did this make you feel? (Use Degree Scale)
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs O_thers
trucks or '_ot Air- bors or or ____
rods"? planes? Children? Cats? __
9 9 9 9 9 9
Extremely ....................
8 8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2 2
I 1 I I 1 1
Not st all ................... 0 0 0 0 0 0
Don't know ................... X X X X X X
Office ........................ Y Y Y Y Y Y
11. X. During the past (period), did the noise from (s0urce) _nterfere with your
aCtlV!rles out.of-doors around here?
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dog_ Ot_hers
trucks or !'hot Air- bors or or
oin_.!____ rods'!? p.lane__? Childre__n??_s_
I* I* I* I* I* I*
Yes .......................... 0 0 0 0 0 0
No .o..oooo....o,o.o.oJo,oe,to
Office ....................... Y Y Y Y Y Y
• ! 't!
y. And how bothered or annoyed did thls make yo_ fee.I? (Use Degree ccale)
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Other£
trucks or "hot Air- bors or or
rods".? _ Children? Cats?
E_trem_ly ................... 9 9 9 9 9 9
......... 8 8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 a 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 I I I
0 0 0 0 0 0Not at all .................. v
Don't know .................. x X x X X ,.,
........ y Y Y Y Y YOffice ,,._,.. ..............
Z. N_, !_ g_er_ I,,taking everything !!_to cqnsideration, how much does the noise
fTCm_ (item) disturb, bother or annoy you?
Motor-
Cars or cyc!es Neigh- Dogs Others
truck! or "hot Air- bors or or
rods,! _ Children.__? Ca_s?
Extremely ................... 9 9 9 9 9 9
' 8 8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7 [
6 6 6 6 6 6 I5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4 4 _ 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2 2
I 1 I I 1 I
0 0 0 0 0 0 -Not at all ................. •
X X X X X X
Don' t k_aw ..................
Y Y Y Y Y YOffice ......................
15.
0%
AA. On "the whole, would you soy that you have been more bothered or Zesa bothered by
(item) thls past (period) compared to other years?
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs 0th_er%s
trucks or "hot Air- bors or or
rods"? planes? Children? Cats?
I 1 1 1 I 1More bothered ................
About same ................... 2 2 2 2 2 2
Less bothered ................ 3 3 3 3 3 34 4 4 4 4 4New to ares ..................
Don't know ................... X X X X X X
Office ....................... Y Y Y Y Y Y
12. A. Now, takingeverythinginto consideration,which one noise that you hear around
here bothers you the most? The secondmost?
Most 2nd Most
Cars or trucks ......... I 1
2 2Motorcycles ............
Airplanes .............. 3 3A 4Neighborsor children ..
5 5Dogs or cats ........... 6 6Others .................
B. What about the future, do you think the amount of noise around here will be much
more, a little more, about the same, a little less or much less?
1Much more .............•
2Littlemore ............
3Same ...................
4Little less ............ 5Much less ..............
Don't know ............. X
YOffice ..................
', :_
13A. During the week, Monday through Friday, are you usually home from around _n in
the morning to seven at night?
Yea ....................... l*
No (Skip to Q.14A) ........ ?
*If YES ask "g"
B. Do any of the noises we've been talking about bother or annoy you during the
day from around seven in the morning to seven at night?
Yes .................... l_
No (Skip to Q,i4_ ........ 2
#*!f YES ask "C"
C. What noises do that? (Circle all that apply)
(How about cars or trucks? How about airplanes?)
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Others
trucks or "hot Air- bor8 or or
_p_ rods"? _s__? Chi!d!en? Cats_
I*** I._. I_o_* I*** I*_* I**_
***If "C" is ctrcled, ask "D"
D. And taking everything into consideration, how annoyed are you by noise from
(source) during the day?
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Others
trucks or "hot Air- bors or or _--
rods" l_es'_? Children? Ca_s_ _
9 9 9 _ 9
Extremely . ................. 8 8 8 8 _ 8
7 7 7 7 7 7
6 6 .6 6 6 6
5 5 5 S 5 5
a 4 4 a 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
o 2 2 o 22
i i I I I I
0 0 0 0 0 0
Not at all ................. X
Don't know ................. X X X X X
Y Y Y Y Y Y .Office ......................
I'o ° 17.
r
14A. Are you usually home during the day on weekends?
Yes ............. . ....... I_
No (Skip to 15A) ........ ?
*ILlYES, ask "B"
B. Do any of the noises we've been talking about bother or annoy you during the
day on weekends?
Yes ..................... I**
No (Skip to 15A) ........ 2
**If YES, ask "C"
C. What noises do that? (Circle all that apply)
(How about cars or trucks? How abottt airplanes?)
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Others
trucks or "hot Air- bors or or
rods"? planes? Children? Cats?
I*** I*** I*** I*** I*** I***
***If "C" is circled, ask "D"
D. And, in general, and taking everything into consideration, how annoyed are you
by the noise from (source) during the day on weekends?
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Do_s Other
trucks or 'Rot Air- bors or or
rods"? planes? Children? Cars?
9 9 9 9 9 9Extreme iv ..................
8 8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1 I l 1
0 0 0 0 0 0Not at all .................
Don't know ................. X X X X X X
Office ..................... Y Y Y Y Y Y
'. _ 18.
15A. During the week, Honday through Friday, are you usually home in the evenings from
around 7:00 _ to I0:00 1_vI?
Yes ..................... I.
No (Skip to Q.16A) ...... 2
v.
*If YES, ask "B"
_.-- Do any0_ the noises we've been talking about bother or annoy you during the
evenings from around 7:00 l_d to I0:00 PM?
Yes ..................... l_"
No (Skip to Q.!6A) ...... 2
C. Wh_t noises do that? (Circle all that apply)
(How about cars or trucks? How about airplanes?)
Motor.
Cars or cycles NeiBh- Dogs Other as
trucks or "hot Air. bors or or
rods"? Childr n
. ask "D"*#*If "C" is circled d_ _.
D, And, in general, and taking everything into consideration, how annoyed are you
by the noise from (source) during the evening?
Hotor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Others
trucks or "hot Air- bors or or
rods"? _ Children? Cats?
9 9 9 9 9 9Extremely ..................
8 8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 _ 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2 2
I I I I I l
0 0 0 0 0 0Not at all .................
X X X X X XDon't know .................
Y Y Y Y Y YOffice .....................
16A. Are you usually home during the eveniug on weekends?
Yes . .... . ....... .....***
No (Skip to 17A) ........ 2
*If..._._E_YESask "B"
B. Do any of the noises we've been talklng about bother or annoy you during the
evening on weekends?
Yes ..................... I**
No (Skip to 17A) ........
**If YES, ask "C"
C. What noises do that? (Circle all that apply)
(How about cars or trucks? How about airplanes?)
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs O__thers
trucks or "hot Air- bors or or __
rods?" planes? Children? Cats?
***If "C" is clrcledL ask "D"
D. And, in general, and taking everything into consideration, how annoyed are you
by the noise from (source) during the evening?
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Others
trucks or "hot Air- bors or or
oin_? rods?" planes? Children_ Cats __
9 9 9 9 9 9Extremely ..................
8 8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 6 6
" 5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4 4 & 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 _ 2 2
I 1 1 I 1 I
Not at all ................. 0 0 O 0 _ 0
Don't know ................. X X X X X X
Y Y Y Y Y YOffice .....................
f !
' ° 20.
17A. During the week, Monday through Friday, are you umually home at night fr_, around
I0:O0 PM to 7:00 AM?
Yes ..................... I_
No (Skip to 18A) ........ 2
v-^ _S__ k "B"*If "_Sa a .
E. Do any of the noises we've been talking about bother or annoy you during the
night from around I0:00 PM to 7:00 AM?
Yes ..................... l_rk
No (Skip to 18A) ........ 2
_if YES, ask "C"
C, What noises do that? (Circle all that apply)
(How about cars or trucks? How about airplanes?)
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Others
trucks or "hot Air- bora or or
_oln_.$__bv?rods?" planes? Children? Cats?
_If "_" iS circled_ask "D"
_. And, in _eneral, and taking every_hlng into consideration, how annoyed are you
by the noise from (source) during the night?
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Other0
trucks or "hot Air- bors or or
__ rodS?" _s? Children? Cats?
q 9 9 9 9 gE×tremelv ..................
8 8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 5 5 5
4 4 4 4 A 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 . 2
1 I i I 1 i
Not at a!l ................. 0 0 0 0 0
Don't kno_ X X X X ,_ Xd.,,°o....*°o,.*o V y
3ffice ..................... Y Y Y Y
18A. Are you usually home during the night on weekends2
Yes ..................... I*
No (Skip to 19A) ........ 2
" *If YES ask "B"
B. Do any of the noises we've been talking about bother or annoy you during the
night on weekends?
Yes ..................... I_
o
No (Skip to 19A) ........
**If YES t ask "C"
C. What noises do that? (Circle all that apply)
(How about cars or trucks? flow about airplanes?)
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs O_her_
trucks or "hot Air- bors or or .....
_9_ ro0s?" planes_ Children'! Ca_s'_]....
*_If "C" is ctrcled a- ask "D"
D. And, in _eneral, and taking everything into consideration, how annoyed are you
uv the noise from (source) during the night?
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Others
trucks or "ho_ _* bors or or
_v? rods"? planes? Children? Cat_J?
9 o 9 9 9 9Extremely ..................
• 8 8 8 8 _ 8
7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 6 6
. 5 5 5 5 5
4 a 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 2 2
I 1 I 1 1 1
Not at all.................. 0 0 0 0 0 '_
Don't kno_ .......... ....... X X X X ', X
Office ..................... Y v v y Y Y
': . 22.
/
19. DO you feel that noise is harmful in any way to your hearth and well beiug?
Yes .....................
...................... 0
Don ' t know .............. X
O f fi_e .................. Y
* • ? • _ ,,A_,,
_--T-_h_t ways iS noise harmful2
B. Wha:t kinds of noise around here dO you f_el are h_rmful? (How about ears or
trucks? How about airplanes?)
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Others
trucks or "hot Air- bors or or _ . .
rodS?" _ Children? C_atS?
YeS (mentloned spontaneously).. I* I* I* i* I*: i*
Yes (prompted) ................ 02" 02" 02" 02_ 02" 02"
NO, never he_ ................ Y y ¥ y y y
Offlc_ ........................
*For each yES', a_ ' and '_
C. And h__ harmful to vour_---health is (source) (Use Degree Scale)
Motor-
Cars or cycle8 Neigh- Dogs Others
trucks or "hot Air- bOrS or or
89" ....
rods?l' p_lanes.? Chl!dren?. _
9 9 9 9 9 9
Extremely harm ful ...........
• 8 8 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7 7 .
6 6 6 6 6 6:
5 5 5 5 5 5
4 6 4 _ & 4
3 3 3 3 3 39 ? 22 2 - -
I i i 1 i 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
Not at all .................. X X X X X X
Don't know .................. Y y y y y Y
Office ............. ,........
19D. Does (source) affect you in the followi_ wsys?
Motor-
Cars or cycles Neigh- Dogs Others
trucks or "hot Air- bors or or
rods?'_' planes? O, tldren? Cats?
1. Give you headaches?
Yes ........... 1 1 1 _ 1 1
NO ............ 0 0 0 _ 0 0
Don't know .... X X X X X X
Office ........ Y Y Y Y Y Y
2. Hake you feel tired?
]. 1 1 i 1 iYes ...........
No ............ 0 0 0 0 0 0
Don't know .... X X X X X X
y y v y y YOffice ........
3. Make vou feel nervous?
1 1 1 I i 1Yes ...........
No ............ 0 0 0 0 0
Don't know .... X X _ X X X
Office ........ Y Y Y Y Y Y
4. Make you feel irritable?
Yes ........... 1 I 1 1 1 I
No ............ 0 0 0 0 0 0
Don' t know .... X X X X X X
Office ........ Y Y Y Y Y Y
5. Cause hearing loss or
difficulties?
1 1 1 I 1 IYes ...........
No ............ 0 0 0 0 0 0
Don't know .... X X X X X X
Office ........ Y Y Y Y Y Y
6, Mske other health problems
worse?
Yes ........... 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0NO ........... •
Don't know .... X X X X X X
Office ........ Y Y Y Y ¥ Y
!24.
20, When yo_ _ee or hear airplanes fly by, how often do you feel they are flying too
1o_.tfor the sa_fety of the residents around here? (U_se Frequency Scale)
Extreme ly ................ 9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
I
Not at all .............. 0
XDon't know ..............
Office .................. Y
. •
£I. ,_nd ho_¢ ofte_ _o vo' feel there is some dan_e_ thac they might cra,._h_earbv _
9Extremely ...............
8
7
.. _)
3
2
1
0Not at all ..............
X[_On' t knO_ ,_ ............ ,"
YOffice ..................
*'ASK ONLY I_'NOISE FROM_AIR21ANES ..... :.......
" n_ _i,]the a_rplane_ this p_st _eriod ever startle or fri$nter: vo_? ilJs_ De_,ree
9E×tre_e]v , ..............
8
"7
6
5
4
3
9
L
0Not at all ..............
x
_On_ t k,qO_' ...... . .......
iffice .................. v
25.
w
f.
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23. If you wanted to do somethingabout the ai__ane noise, do you happen to know whom
to call or where to go to complain?
l*Yea ............
No ............. 0
Don' t know ..... X
0flice ......... Y
*If YES,__ask "A"
A. 'v:hemwo_id vou call or where would you Ko?
?4A. Did you or anvone in the family ever feel like doing something about reducing
the airplane noise? For example, did you ever feel llke:
ASK ALL ITEMS IN "A" BEDSORE ASKING PART "B"
A B
Yes No Office Yes N_.o Office
I. Discussing it with a friend
or neighbor? i 0 Y I* 0** Y
2. Writing or telephone an
official about it? 1 0 Y I* 0"* Y
3. Visitin_ an official? ] 0 Y I* 0"* Y
4. Si_nin_ a _etition? I 0 Y I* 0"* Y
,_. Getting in touch with a local
neighborhood organization 1 0 Y i* 0"* Y
6. Helping to set up a corm_ittee
to do aow,ethinK? I 0 Y I* 0"* Y
7. Doin_ something else? What? 1 0 v i* 0"* Y
ASK "B" AFTER FINISHING PART "A", AND CIRCLE 'hfES" OR '"NO" CODES ABOVE _I)REACH OF
T._IESIX ITEMS
B. [?id you or anyone in your family ever actually do any of these things?
(Which?)
._.S to any ,*It vr part '_B" ask "C"
C. Did it do any good in helping to improve the situation?
Yes ............ I
No ............. 0
Don't know ..... X
Office ......... Y
%
**If NO to all oarts "B" ask "D"&
D. If you or your family did any of these things, do you think it would do anv
good _n improving th_ sltugtlon?
Yes ............ I
No ............. 0
Don't know ..... X
Office use ..... Y
26.
_m
25. (You may have partly snowered this but)
Have you heard of any group or organlsatlon around here that was trying to improve
the noise situation?
I*Yes ......................
No ........... ............ 0
Don't know ., ............. X
Office ......... • Y._oao*,e •
•If YES__ask "A"
A: Do you'_ their efforts have helped to improve the situation?
p
IYes .......... ,.......o.o0
NO .....o....o#ooo,,'''''" 0
XDon't know ...............
YOffice ...................
26. If a local group (wa_ organized and they)asked you to Join their campaign to do
something about the situation, by (insert time), how likely do you think you would
do this? Use Degree Scale to indicate the extent to which you would or would not
(call or write). How about (next item)?
Calling or Attending Visiting Signing Helping
writing an a Meeting an a set up
9 9 9 9 9Extremely ............ 8
" 8 8 8 8
7 7 7 7 7
6 6 6 6 6
5 5 5 5 5
A 4 4 _ 4
3 3 3 3 3
2 2 2 ? 2
I I 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0Not at all ...........
X X X X XDon't know ...........
y Y Y Y YOffice ...............
27. Now, using the Degree Scale a£ain, what do you think the chances are that such a
group could sucCe_ in improving the situation? USe Degree Scale.
9Extremely ................
8
w
7
6
5
k
3
2
i
Not a_ all ............... 0
Don't knOW ............... X
YOffice ....................
'",
..
•
ASK EVE RY '\(j DY
.
-
28. A. wouln YO'.l 9~Y any c·f theae peoole are in a po::.ition to do anything about the aircraft noise (around here)?
*Asi<: eac.h item in "A" before 8skit\..8 ''B " for each Yr;S in ".A." • (Hand Card 3 to Respondent)
-~.._-----_.
B. Ho-..... much do you feel (item) arl" doing to reduce the noise? (Use Degree Scale)
(F, v{' n though yOI1 fee 1 that you may not have exact knowledge about what the are doing, just tell us
t roOm what you have heard aT read or believe about how much they are doing to reduce the noise. )
A. Can Do *B. Doing
Yea No Office Extr~ ~ DK Office
., The pe()ple who Tun thei •
a irli ntl!s
.............. '" ...... '" ........ 4 " 1* 0 y 90 81 72 63 54 45 36 27 18 09 X y
2. The airport officials ...... 0- 1* 0 y 90 81 72 63 54 4 5 36 2' 18 09 ~ y7
3. Other local gov't. officials 1* 0 y 90 81 7 2 63 54 4 5 36 27 18 09 X y
4. Other state gov't. officials 1* 0 y 90 81 72 6) 54 4 5 36 26 18 °9 X Y
S. Other federa 1 gov't.
offici818 ................................. 1* 0 Y 90 81 72 63 54 45 36 27 18 °9 X Y
f, • The ptlots ............... '" ................ 1* 0 y 90 81 72 63 54 4 5 36 27 18 °9 X Y
7. The design""rs and makers of
airplflnea
..... 4 ...... " •••••••, ••• 1* 0 Y 90 81 72 63 54 45 36 27 18 09 X Y
g. The community leaders .......... 1* 0 Y 90 81 72 6) 54 4 5 36 27 18 09 X' y
N
....,
.
29A. How important do you feel commercial a_rplanes are to the national weliare? (Use
Degree Scale)
B. !tow imp,or_ant do you feel they are ta this c_n£ty?
c. And how important do you feel commercial a£Tp1_nes are to your own famil7 and
frien_?
8
Extre_ Non.e DK 0 fflc.
'_. National 9 8 7 6 5 6 3 _ I 0 > "_"
B, ,Cornn_ ,B! t Y 9 8 7 6 5 _ 3 2 1 0 X Y
C. (_m_l_, & friends 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 ! 0 x Y
ASK EVERYBODY
30. Hav._ ?'9_ roger flown in _,n _irp!ane?
Y.e_ ...... _''':'''''T ......
0
_ • ..... _,. T _. _, _ .,., _,* •
Office .................... Y
I
_@S ... ..... _ ....... ,''_''r"
_ ._ .... ..,.._.._... ,...._
gf!_+_ ...: .... .,.., ....... ¥
**I_ NO. a s_k "B"
B. when_i_4 _,u !_s_ fly in ap ,a{.,r_!_D_?
1Y_flr _nder 2 Years .... 2
2 years - under 5 years ... 3
y_ars 9r more ........... • 6
Do_!_ kn,_" . ............... X
Office .................... ¥
31. Do you or any_n_ in vou_ femily hsppen to _ork St the _£rpor_, or for _ c.o_np_nY •
doing business _ith _he azrcr_ft iDdus_ry ?
Work at airpor_ ........... I
For co_vany doin_
business t[_ere .......... 2
3Neither ...................
O_fice .................... Y
J 29.
32. Now, here's a different k_nd of question. I have a llst of noises which s_tlm_s
annoy people. Do these ever annoy you when you hear them? (Read list) First:
Never
Yes No Hear Office
1 0 2 YA. The noise of a lawn mower .............
B. A drlpping faucet ..................... 1 0 2 Y
C. A dog barking continuously ............ I 0 2 Y
D. The sound of a knife scraping on a
• plate ................................. I 0 _ Y
E. Somebody whistling out of tune ........ 1 0 _ v
1 0 _ YF. Chalk scraping a blackboard ...........
I 0 _ YG. A pneumatic drill or air hammer .......
H. A banging door ........................ I 0 2 Y
I. Musical instruments in practice ....... 1 0 2 Y
J. Typewriters ........................... 1 0 I Y
_3. Would you say you were more sensitive or less sensitive than most people are to
noise?
More sensitive ............... I
o
Less sensitive ................
3Same .........................
Don't know ................... X
Office ....................... Y
3_. Now, what is the highest grade of school you've completed
Completed 0-4 years of grade school .... I
5-6 years of £rade school .... 2
7-8 years of grade school .... 3
1-3 years of high school ..... 4
4 years of hi£h school ....... 5
1-3 years of college ......... 6
4 or more years of college ... 7
Don't know ................... X
Office ....................... Y
35. Do vou own or rent this house (apartment)?
Own ......................... • 1
" Rent ......................... 2
Don't know ................... X
Office ....................... Y
.. . 30.
36. (_BAND RESPONDENT CARD 4) Now, for atetiat£cal purpoee$, we need _o know _c_ething
about family inc_nes. Would you Just tell _ which of the following e_3 _: categories
comes closest to the amount all members of your family earned all toge_er last year?
I mean, how much did they get _ from allsources before taxes and other
deductions? (Rea._d )
A. Less than $6,000 ............... t
B. 96,000 but less than $8,000 .... ?
C. $8,000 but less than _I0,000 .... 3
D. $IO,O00 but less than $15,000..o 4
E° $15,OOO but less than $20,000.,. 5
F. S20,OOO but less than $25,000 ....6
G. $25,O00 but less thaa $30,OO0... 7 -'
H. S30,O00 and over ................. g
Re fused ......................... 9
Don't know ..................... X
Office ......................... Y
37. Do you have any reason to believe that your hearing is not as good as t_e average
(hearing) ?
I*
Yes #...°.p°I.e*e#_e.°o.,#_,.e'_o"
No .................................O
*If YES
3g. (C_) By the way, had you heard anything about this survey before this
interview?
I*Yes .......................0o.......
ONo ,,,,_,.,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,o._o_¢o,o_,
Office ............................. Y
k "A"
A. _hat have you heard? (Who was doing the survey? For what _urpose?)
39. Now, in case the office finds I've left something out, will you please give me your
name and telephone number? (Enter on first page)
Is there anything else you'd like to tell me that I haven't already asked you?
Well, I guess that's it. Thanks for all your help.
Signature of Interviewer
..
.- --» ,,.. ,~
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